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Abstract 

An essay on the discursive state of  

Sustainable Food Transitions 

Alex Ljung 

The thesis' purpose is to investigate the discursive state of sustainable 

food transitions by examining how Industry, as exemplified by an 

experimental food company namely Solar Foods at the forefront of the 

field, communicate and add to this discourse, as observed in their 

marketing video series Liberators of Protein Production, as well as how 

it reflects hegemonic discourses, chiefly seen to the amalgamated actors 

Government and Populace. 

Discourse theory is used and established as an admittedly austere 

methodological apparatus as well as analytical framework to collect data 

and map the discursive landscape, meaning what discourses are 

communicated and their relations to each other as well as said hegemonic 

discourses. The thesis' contribution is chiefly said apparatus and 

framework which may be used to efficiently develop understandings of 

this (or other) discourse(s) and what futures they ultimately promote. 

Findings center around three observed themes, rather marketing 

objectives as they are presented, in the discourse: Demonization of 

current, "the old and bad", agriculture; Idolization of the new cellular 

agriculture, by means of Solar Foods' technology; Accommodation of this 

technology's new product in today's world.  

Summarily, the "Food Revolution" presented is essentially yet another 

season of Creative Destruction: as climate collapse and consumer guilt 

devalues the current agricultural food market, Solar Foods' merely 

position to usurp demand, replacing one product with another, albeit 

more climate friendly, like product under the same flag of an inherently 

schizophrenic monetary formula. Thus, I argue, they scarcely refurbish the 

current, unsustainable market logic while forfeiting a tangible opportunity 

to inaugurate a new, needed Food-narrative in any adequate way. 
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1. Introduction 

Climate collapse needs little introduction as it imposes its horrid conclusion on virtually all 

aspects of today’s world. It’s no secret this is human doing: something human has done to 

climate. Barca argues that until very recently historically speaking, humanity has been largely 

blind, though a few have been cruelly brazen, about being this way (2020) – to this mode of 

being (Oppermann and Iovino, 2016). This particular “blindness” is not inadvertent, nor 

incorrigible luckily, the problem is that the human majority have not been offered other 

modes of being and knowing. Mode of being describes the hegemonic ways one adopts given 

- as in by embeddedness, e.g. being born into - living conditions and one's material prospects. 

Modes of knowing describes given customs and aspirations (Schliephake, 2016, Castree, 2014 

forthcoming). This growing awareness and thus knowing, such breakthroughs have 

historically flowed from discoveries in the scientific domain, e.g. the scientific proof of 

greenhouse gases urging us to recycle, drive less and bring a bag to the store (Skoglund, 2011). 

Today’s desirable, or indeed needed, mode of being as Barca synthesizes it requires a re-

learning of both our embeddedness within nature and our agential liberties therein. Citing 

Oppermann and Iovino (2016) humanity is “called upon to understand our liberal 

engagements with whatever is not human” and recognize our “immersion in more-than-

human environments” (Barca 2020), a situation which is likens a “vortex of shared 

precariousness and unchosen proximities” (Cohen 2015). Furthermore, such realized co-

existentialism (Morton 2010) sees us “ethically entangled” and morally accountable to this 

environment (Barca 2020).  

As for this needed correction it would require new modes of knowing and being, something 

which itself is complexly connected to a would-be corresponding abstraction of the ‘simply-

human’ environments (ibid), in other words: this fundamentally revised human-nature 

relation, specifically the dismantling of the hegemonic anthropocentric narrative, also 

requires fundamental revision of human-human relations, of our politico-economic logics 

(ibid). The former is essentially what has allowed for this cruel brazenness as the narrative 

protagonizes a specifically male master of nature and it is no coincidence that these cruelly 

brazen few have historically been white Judaeo-Christians – religions whose core ideas 

promote human pre-eminence over nature (Lennerfors 2019, White 1967 forthcoming) – i.e. 
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the historical conquerors, today’s Global North, of today’s minority, the Global South. Part of 

the Anthropocene narrative’s “civilizational mission is legitimization of power systems, 

material and symbolic relations i.a.”, such as the formerly mentioned politico-economic 

logics (Barca 2020). 

Here diverging from Barca’s definition of economics but nonetheless pursuing the reasoning 

behind this logic’s centrality to the problem as the thesis will perceive it: the “solutions” to 

climate collapse, i.e. human terminus, behind today’s dominating economics are manifold 

but often combat this existential end by the same means: growth – more of the same is often 

the supposed solution (Parrique, 2019). ‘The same’ including the norms by which we as 

humans are, the conditions we abide by, constructed or not. And as Barca illustrates in the 

connection between economic and narrative, the latter affects human behaviour as well, 

namely in its inherent hierarchical structure with a patriarchal master at the top whose 

subjects are dependent on him. By this dependence Barca argues, subjects are powerless to 

incur any change themselves (2020). 

Yet, contrarily, the anthropocentric narrative protagonizes a ‘we’: the you and I meaning “the 

majority world”, i.e. those in reality powerless (ibid). Whilst we are protagonists in the sense 

of massive achievement the narrative’s finale poses the we as antagonists: as active 

participants in the destruction of our world, the perpetrators of climate collapse. This 

narrative is indeed the established “hegemonic common sense” (Goodman and Salleh, 2013), 

perpetuating as ”the dominant climate discourse in science and media” (Bonneuil and 

Fressoz, 2017) and even had first word before world leaders, the would-be powerful few, 

acting as introductory film under the title Welcome to the Anthropocene at the 2012 Earth 

Summit in Rio (Barca, 2020).  

Exploring any fundamental human economic, narrational or behavioural change will however 

be unavoidably bound to certain factors, i.e. the human conditions above mentioned. A clear 

such condition is food which every human must eat, and it is an impactful one at that. In 2019 

the IPCC reported that Agriculture, Forestry (two largely lateral and inseparable activities) 

and Other Land Use activities accounted for 23% of total net anthropogenic emissions of 

greenhouse gases globally from 2007–2016 with indication of exponential increase since. As 

for the proportional division of impact within agriculture see Figure 1 which shows the 
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overwhelming weight of animal products, furthermore even those animal-products with 

lowest impact typically exceeds vegetable-products (Poore and Nemecek, 2018). 

Somewhat promisingly, demand for plant-based products (products derived from vegetable-

products) has increased, but not enough (Tidåker et al, 2021). Furthermore, Sweden’s demand 

for plant-based products is still largely supplied via import which significantly undoes the 

positive effects (ibid). The remedy to such inhibitions, Tidåker et al argue lies in the 

evaluation of supply chains so as to provide all actors (from policy-makers to producer to 

consumer etc.) with data support which to make informed decisions on (ibid), in other words 

to provide new modes of being. Importantly to the later discussion, Tidåker et al in conclusion 

still clearly presuppose purchasing (ibid), i.e. it is underpinned by market logic. Furthermore, 

the authors’ solution implies the consumers’ ability to purchase in the right way as a key 

factor. Thus, both the hitherto economic logic (in the sense of ‘continuing the same’) and 

narrative (in the sense of ‘you and I as active agents’) are reinforced even in academic 

discussion. Providing some challenge within this academic discussion Bajželj et al showcase 

the increasingly clear fact that merely improving the same, e.g. industry innovation or more 

efficient production i.a., is not enough to solve climate collapse (2014). Further, Röös et al 

Figure 1. Greenhouse gas emissions per kilogram of food product  

(Hannah Ritchie and Max Roeser, 2021, Poore and Nemecek, 2018 forthcoming). 
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explicitly argue that a complementing and fundamental change of narrative is needed, such 

as the ‘protein-shift’ which has been gaining ground in Sweden the last few years (2014). 

But as for the current hegemonic mode of knowing and being toward food, it too – as follows 

from the fundamental growthism present in reigning economic mindset (Parrique, 2019) – has 

been enriched beyond necessity and arguably reason, for example the continuous 

expenditure toward experiential quality (e.g. the general preference of meat over vegetable; 

luxurious view of the former; the never-ending strive for more, tastier, (though not 

necessarily) healthier etc., of which – after having served its nutrient-dense purpose 

historically – is simply, and now unnecessarily (I argue) manically fattened by an “economic 

binge which uses resources well beyond planetary capacities” (Bennett 2021). This 

normalized luxury and base-need expectancy adds to the crux of this wicked problem, 

especially in the sense of calling food into question and further calling ‘people’ out on the 

nature of their consumption of it since a “solution” is seldom accepted as such if the subject 

experiences loss in the face of it.  

But “the collapse of ecosystems is not a “we” problem” (Parrique, 2019): we the human 

majority are in reality barely accountable as the human majority did not (at least consciously) 

agree to the consequent climate destruction: we did not create this disaster thus we are not 

the ones who ought to suffer the consequences – it ought to be the “small number of people 

to whom the future was sold; those who stole the future” as Greta so sincerely put it: those 

with the capital to knowingly set us upon this doom – but by our own blindness, by our own 

oblivious agreement to dig us into this hole, we have heedlessly lashed ourselves to the mast. 

Our ignorance was innocence. But we know better now. Thus, we become accountable 

(Lennerfors, 2019). Luckily, we are already in the belly of the beast: we are the driving force 

behind the economy – this is what Barca would have us know and be toward (2020). But 

Parrique might argue that simply seizing the means of production is not enough since it is 

undermined by an inherently destructive conceptualization of money (2019). Hornborg 

supplements the thought in The Power of the Machine where he argues, quote: “Money capital 

is an institution for delaying and extending the archaic, gravitational pull of reciprocity. It is 

the conceptual and institutional transmutations of this ‘pull’ that make possible increasingly 

asymmetric exchanges between distant populations and ecosystems” (2001): in other words, 

money has allowed us to mask consequent inequality (such as selling the future to the few 
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and the “distribution”, quotations implying sarcasm fully, between Global North and South) 

and climate detriment (production’s greenhouse gas emissions or the digging of the 

aforementioned ‘luxury-hole’). Conceptually this translates to money essentially enabling 

the idea of anything’s transmutability into anything, which I dub the mad alchemy of worth.   

Parrique captures this madness well in an example with two scenarios, in both the goal is to 

deteriorate ecosystems as much as one can in 24 hours, but in the first scenario one cannot 

use anything purchased; in the second one can. Not only does this showcase the underlying 

economic basis for such destruction, Parrique cleverly both illustrates how we by economic 

logic are commended for it as purchasing grows the economy and how blame is insidiously 

and systematically washed clean (2019), or rather it is diluted by immense labour division 

rationalization to the point of negligibility and non-accountability (Lennerfors, 2019). 

Clearly, Parriques and Barcas conclusions as hegemonic narratives are incompatible: that we 

are powerless to incur change yet we are the faceless driving force. But, they are both 

convincing. This is the source phenomenon at hand in the thesis: the observed state of the 

discourse is that people, individuals or the individual – both in their singular sense, the ‘you 

and I’, but also as constituents of larger constellations, the ‘we’ – are blamelessly appointed 

culprits whilst simultaneously invoked as the problem solvers. The individual, i.e. the 

Populace (sometimes referred to as the Public), is discursively everywhere but effectively 

nowhere to be seen in the solutions presented by Government and Industry. Yet individuals, 

as in majority humanity, are essentially left helpless in a maelstrom of multiplicitous 

individuals’ wakes (Parrique, 2019): none can confront this existential condition, but as per 

reigning market logic and seen to the dire consequences all are made to. 

Despite Bajželj’s work there is still “much magical thinking that technologies will save us” 

(Bennett 2021). This is another root of the problem: that we regularly communicate such 

truths despite that “there is little evidence that they can make enough difference to turn the 

tide” (ibid). Bennett argues that this manner of speaking, the language and logics of 

commonplace discourse, both in high places e.g. government as well as in low places e.g. 

consumers, in the news etc., (more specifically terminology-wise, this discourse) reduces 

these big problems to small pieces such that they do not add up again. Consequently, 

solutions often see to “environmental symptoms rather than economic causes” (ibid). 

Therefore, we must address these commonplace discourses and “understand and shape how 
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transformational ideas flow in societies” (ibid). Returning to Barca’s terminology we must 

create and offer new modes of being and knowing (2020). The success of this would enable 

the “development of more coherent ideas of sustainable futures, a coherence which would 

enable us, the human majority, to leverage political parties, the few, to take needed action” 

(Bennett 2021). 

But not only Government needs to be persuaded. At the onset of the protein-shift Koole 

examined one condition for such persuasion, namely trust, primarily from an Industry-actor’s 

perspective (2021). The empirical case Koole examines is in the midst of this protein-shift 

where Industry, despite it being in their favour, were against the movement, and surprisingly 

so, initially (ibid). Just as with Populace, a solution is seldom accepted if the subject 

experiences loss in the face of it which was the case. This was the case for both actors as such 

fundamental shifts imply great disturbance in every-day lives and operations (Shove et al, 

2012). Therefore, such shifts impose structural revisions causing even greater uncertainties 

(Sztompka, 1999). Whilst the protein-shift was a thorough and established common vision 

(Koole, 2021) it was undermined, or rather not sufficiently supported with concrete modes of 

being and knowing: the narrative was incomplete so the discourse was misled, and thus did 

not manage to create positive and assuring expectations which to act upon – knowledge was 

not provided, visions were not inspired and action was not guided so actors did not trust it.  

1.1. Purpose, Aim & Research questions  

Seen to said looming death of our world, it is a matter of personal concern – and should be 

the reader’s too – that the discourse surrounding, and thus mainstream development of, 

sustainable food transitions are being halted as legitimizing functions of Government, e.g. 

through policy, instead reinforces capitalism’s domination and does too little to challenge 

the resisting food culture. This results in the sustainable food transition being too slow, lest 

all perish. Temporally then, the research is synchronous in that it analyses the area’s current 

state of discourse. My purpose is to showcase how an experimental foods company at the 

forefront of this needed shift may be analysed in the senses of how they portray, perpetuate 

or prevent the truths of today’s hegemonic discourse and how this discourse’s inherent norms 

relate to today’s governmentality. My aim is thus: 1) to first outline and characterize the 

discourses that the example company’s, namely Solar Foods, marketing material perpetuate; 
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2) to critically examine the relation between this discourse and other primary actors' seen to 

what future is ultimately promoted. Thereby, the research questions are phrased as following:  

RQ 1: What discourses are communicated by Industry as exemplified by  

Solar Foods' Liberators of Protein Production?  

RQ 2: How does Solar Foods' discourse in Liberators of Protein Production 

reflect dominant discourses kept stable by Government and Populace? 

The thesis’ contribution is it's operationalised theory and the procured method and analytical 

framework which may be applied on other, similar companies to create a better 

understanding of the discursive landscape within the field of sustainable food transitions. 

This thesis contributes by investigating how such discourses are presupposed, created and/or 

perpetrated by Industry – both how it draws from and adds to the discourse surrounding it –  

specifically via marketing material thus capturing Industry communication upon Populace by 

examining one such example, namely Solar Foods’ advertisement video-series Liberators of 

Protein Production.  

Solar Foods is "on a mission to revolutionise global food production" (Solar Foods, 2022a). 

The vision behind their cause is to Liberate - and importantly, be the Liberators of - Protein 

Production, which essentially means replacing the current food production paradigm - and 

as soon as possible: by means of revolution - namely "planet-wrecking" agriculture (ibid) with 

SF's cellular agriculture. Their Goal explicit, general goal is " to build a platform where we craft 

the future of food together with the industry’s leading brands." (Solar Foods, 2022b), more 

specifically and practically SF intend to establish their first factory which is underway since 

2021 and due 2023 and enter market, both as the standalone protein powder Solein as well as 

through collaboration with other food producers. (Solar Foods, 2022c) 

For the purpose of this thesis actors will be heavily aggregated as Government, Industry and 

Populace, these will be the dubbed the primary actors, the objects of analysis and primarily 

the discourse(s) between them with a heavy focus on Industry. For this, a theoretical lens of 

discourse analysis, as read from Florian Schneider (2013), is applied to question the current 

state of power employed (or squandered) by said policy makers as the Government’s by-

power-pervasive language shapes people’s consequent action, as well as the power granted 

(or abused) by Industry in their offerings of possible actions to the Populace, in the sense of 

products and technologies enabling them. In the next section we shall construct this lens.  
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2. Theory 

2.1. Theoretical background  

In this section I will present my interpretation of a 3-part series by Schneider on Discourse Analysis 

and the creation of my analytical framework (AF) therefrom.  

The methodology later applied is largely based on my reading of from Schneider’s summary 

series on the theory of Discourse analysis: Getting the hang of Discourse Theory, Setting up a 

Discourse Analysis and How to do a Discourse Analysis. Essentially, the first of the series 

exposés central ideas to the theory; the second describes appropriate research strategy; the 

third details the method’s data collection. The first presents several theoretical perspectives 

on comparative ground – but as the following second and third drastically inform this thesis’ 

results – it is (of course) important to discern Schneider’s cachet on the presentation: To 

Schneider, the object of discourse analysis is inherently political communication, phrasing a 

fundamental question to it as “how do the things that people say and do affect society at 

large, andså  how does society in turn influence people?” (2013.) Importantly to Schneider is, 

while discourse analysis is often associated with a post-modernist school of thinking, he 

clearly disagrees with the associated “anti-scientific sentiment” of it, instead recognizing the 

connections to cognitive psychology (ibid). The root of Schneider’s argument is that, while 

discourse is indeed constructed, its constituents are moreso representations of our thoughts 

than statements on our thoughts, hence this ontological shift. It is then the continuous 

clashing(s) of these representations, i.e. our ideas and values etc. that produce what is either 

wrong or right as we discuss, debate or argue etc. about them. What these “clashings” produce 

in discernible sense (e.g. the discourse on nuclear power; abortion; taxes etc.) are the 

discourses to Schneider, which reconvenes with Foucault - the theory’s undeniable 

progenitor - at the point of social relations’ weight as they are the means by which people 

clash or not. In so living, embedded in relations and clashings, subjects practice agency – it 

is this idea that Foucault later embraced, inducting him into the post-structuralist school. 

To many Discourse is a rather ambiguous term and the prevalent definition is typically 

removed from the academic association, meaning the theoretically, analytically and 

methodologically loaded definiens 'Discourse' we shall discuss here. To introduce the term as 

such I will attempt to first place it in its here context:  
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1. Discourse is the flow of knowledge through time;  

2. flows exist in all forms of communication;  

3. communication is interaction, by the continuation of which we establish (or reject) truth);  

4. truths are normalized knowledge which inform our interactions;  

5. interactions by which we affect social relations, our physical environment and 

ultimately shape the world which we inhabit.  

(Schneider 2013) 

This argument essentially holds the five premises – the ‘5 pillars’ if you so will – of the theory, 

as I have read Schneider, that constitutes the methodological apparatus, namely Discourse 

Analysis which (more explicitly as method) will be developed later. I will progressively unpack 

these 5 theoretical pillars, demarcate and advance them in the following chapter. For the sake 

of offering an initial orientation see Figure 2 for my framing of Schneider's series. 

For this thesis’ intents and purposes all Discourse is Communication and vice versa – and I 

urge the reader to remember this. However, you will find that the model does not show it as 

such – and there are more discrepancies between model and argument that I will, as 

mentioned, explain. This is because I have, for the sake explanatory and analytical clarity, 

created an “in actuality arbitrary” demarcation between discourse and communication. In 

other words, this model is indeed flawed, but alas: we will begin here and build onward.  

So, should they be on the same level of abstraction, how come Communication is included in 

this model but not Discourse? This is largely due to said “arbitrary demarcation” I have made 

between the two, and this will serve as our upper-most level of theoretical abstraction in this 

chapter: the difference between Communication and Discourse. It’s tempting then to simply 

begin by defining Discourse and 

Communication respectively, but as I think 

giving any such definition (except for the 

explicative definitions in the 1st and 3rd 

premise of the 5 pillars) will simply incur 

conceptual rigidity and confusion. So 

instead, I will let the descendant levels of 

abstraction paint the whole picture.  Figure 2. Initial model of theory 
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So that we may contextualize better as we read, we will follow the example of Figure 3 and 

return to it after important sections which will be indicated by these indentations. 

Take a moment to look at it: all we need to know at this point is that it reinforces 

discourse(s) in what it communicates via design, text, placement etc.  

Do remember that the entirety of the model ought to be viewed as you, or any other 

individual, view and understand this sign: through the lens of a subject and as a subject 

embedded in the Discourse that is Coca-Cola, advertisement, partying etc.: this is why you 

know it, how you know it, how it happens and how it exists. The broader, yet more accurate point 

being: in all cases are subjects embedded in the discourses (plural) that are any entities – 

meaning that the constituents are multiplicitous. By this we have also clarified a post-

structuralist ontological positioning. 

2.1.1. Discourse 

Discourse will be further divided into Flows and Effects, both which are included in Figure 2: 

Effects being represented by a box and Flows being represented by the arrows – the lengths 

of which represent time, with the dashed lines representing the possibility to analyse longer 

segments of time. This leads to a first necessary clarification of the model: the arrows are not 

singular but may very well be viewed farther, e.g. the arrow from Communication to 

Knowledge just as much connects Communication to Truth etc. However, this does not mean 

that the model is cyclical as this is not necessitated by method, e.g. not all Knowledge is held 

as Truth, but by our simplified view (i.e. theoretical) we may understand Communications 

(i.e. the conveying of Knowledge) as (which if held as Truths are) their consequent Interactions.   

Figure 3: Coca-Cola billboard 
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2.1.2. Communication 

Communication is in its general sense all-encompassing (remember: all discourse is 

communication). But as for this lower-level abstraction of our initial model, in the “particular 

sense” of communication if you so will, communication will be used to describe the more 

immaterial properties of language use – the “objective” properties, meaning those properties 

that (albeit arguably to some) can be studied externally to subjects’ interpretation e.g. 

linguistics. This is then as opposed to “subjective” properties, which are the concern of 

Interaction, the more material properties of language use then: that which happens by 

language use, hence the direct connection to Effect, as it is interpreted. In Figure 2, you may 

notice the “distance” between Communication and Interaction as it passes through 

Knowledge and Truth between, again this intends to capture self-relation and the senses in 

which one’s knowledge and perceived truth of how communication occurs, how Statements are 

framed etc., is affected by Interaction: again, Effects include Social Relations. The 

capitalisation of Statements implies one of two sub-divisions of Communication, the other 

being Studies.  

As mentioned, these indentations indicate a return to the Figure 3.   

As you look at the billboard an indefinite number of things are upon you, e.g.: the happy 

and societal, implicitly thus covetable, product enjoyer; the sensory reminiscence of a 

drink; the superior authenticity in “the real thing”; the prompt’s towering posture over 

those below; the normalcy of its intrusion on your being; i.a. You know the happiness of 

the enjoyer, the reminiscence of a drink and the good nature of something being the ‘real 

thing’ because they are being communicated to you: put in your mind and known: this is 

why you know it.  

Statements 

Statements are key to discourse analysis as methodology, which we will see later, where 

statements are the primary objects of data collection: that which I will observe in my material, 

i.e. my empirics if you must, whereas the Interactions that follow are largely left to analysis 

and discussion. As to what Statements capture it is, as mentioned, the “objective”, immaterial 

properties of language units, such as sentences, words, paragraphs etc., e.g. Regularities 

capture ‘we or they’, Modalities capture ‘should or could’, Evidentialities capture ‘obviously or 

common sense’. 
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Regularities 

Regularities can, as with the example of ‘we/they’, by expressing distinctions between some 

group and another, or not, imply that they hold some relation to another. Such as referring 

to one’s own nationality implies that the group constituting said nationality holds a relation 

of difference to another nationalities’ group. Instead, should one not refer to any specific 

nationality one might be referring to both, all groups or imply the non-existence of such 

grouping. Further, regularities in conjunction with e.g. the unit ‘but’ – the linguistic function 

of contrast – can imply a subject-object relation between groups. E.g. communicating “’we’ 

do this but ‘they’ do not” implies that ‘we’ know something of ‘them’: they are some way, so 

‘we’ may interact with ‘them’ as such.  

Modalities  

Modalities capturing ‘shoulds’ might make the reader think that these statements capture 

normative properties, as in that which is right to do, but they are not. Rather they capture 

‘musts’ – if irked: I introduced ‘shoulds’ first for this distinction – as in communicating which 

stance, as in readiness to or actual action, the recipient ought to take toward something: e.g.  

“we ‘must’ reduce carbon transmissions” communicates that recipient ought to interact with 

that which affects carbon transmissions in a certain way, i.e. with urgency. You may note that 

I insist on using the word ought yet claim that Modalities are not normative – admittedly, 

and for the sake of avoiding some counterproductive oversimplification, Modalities are to 

some degree normative. But this insistence is to delineate the next type of statement, namely 

Evidentiality, as the “bearer of normativity” if you so will.  

Evidentialities 

Evidentialities then, these are the statements that capture said normative statements such as 

‘common sense’ or ‘fact’ in the sense that anything with such an ascribed property of 

‘factuality’ is then normal to accept as Truth. So, we will follow this concept in two the 

foremost noteworthy senses: first, Evidentialities directly impact the discursive sphere of 

Norms as truth informs interactions which affects relations and effects; second, it Naturalizes 

other, contradicting statements in use as truth-creation occurs, assuming that recipients hold 

coherent beliefs (which may indeed be much too bold). We will revisit this in “the Creation of 

Truth” section.  
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Active/passive phrasing 

Direct/Indirect statements are included in this type. In the first sense these statements either 

Subjectify or Objectify entities (usually actors) in the sense that direct reference, such as 

“driving a car is selfish”, implies that ‘those who drive cars’ act or have acted with agency, i.e. 

they are subjects. A statement such as “car-drivers are selfish” implies that we know 

something about ‘those who drive cars’, i.e. they are objects which we have knowledge of. 

Following this example, the former is in direct reference antagonized as they are appropriately 

assigned blame following their agency. The latter on the other hand is, when regarded as an 

object, unable to act with agency in the same sense and while not oppositely praised, i.e. 

would-be protagonized, they are indeed less blameworthy, following simple semantic shift.  

Studies 

Studies are perhaps the prior categorization to Statements in that they are the fields of 

knowledge which study them such as Linguistics studying syntaxical functions; Semiotics 

studying symbols and interpretations i.e. associations and representations; Rhetoric which 

studies persuasion and purpose i.e. modalities; Semantics which studies meaning and truths 

i.e. evidentialities.  

2.1.3. Flows 

Flows are processes of discourse, they are the, figuratively speaking “venues and avenues” 

(the former being where something comes to and the latter that by which something comes) 

Knowledge, Truth, Interaction and Communication travel – the four together which I will call 

Discursive contents of a flow. Avenues will vary in how they convey these, for example, the 

avenue ‘Social Practice’ carries knowledge in a different way than ‘Institutions’ both as e.g. 

the medium differs but also given social relations since elements of trust (i.a.) likely differ – 

e.g. one may be less sceptical toward the knowledge shared by another of the Populace than 

toward the knowledge (experientially) imposed by Government – thus “the Creation of 

Truth”, i.e. whether or not this knowledge is accepted and (inter)acted upon, differs. 

Importantly, the example’s two actors (Populace and Government) hold different types of 

power as seen to their communication by relation to this one recipient: whereas Government 

likely strengthen the Dominating discourse but Populace might more often offer Resistance in 

their discourse (Schneider 2013). Furthermore, note here that in the model the steps from 

Intraaction then, if you so will, back to whether this is confirmed as Truth or not passes 
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through Communication and Knowledge on the way. This is because the initial model 

considers this Intra-communication and Personal Knowledge-creation apparatus as a venue, 

the import of which will be furthered on later as one’s Self-relation, may be affected. Of 

course, different individuals and Spheres - typically, what Discourse analysis names a 

grouping of actors (or actor) associated with some distinct discourse, e.g. the Political, Private 

or Academic Sphere - will have access to or subscribe (or not) to different venues just as, and 

additionally, what is Knowledge and Truth to one Sphere may not be for another Sphere as 

the avenues diverge and converge in a rhizomatic manner.  

The “Creation of truth” 

This “Creation of Truth” thus implies that knowledge is truth if it is accepted and interacted 

upon (ibid) (and admittedly Figure 2 somewhat misleads this notion, but I digress it was 

merely for sake of orientation). In some senses that explanatory direction might offend, more 

epistemologically focused works might say “but it is not knowledge unless it is true” but this 

work is not such and therefore neither is its method. However, do not fret: here too is truth 

in some sense still a requirement (but not necessity) for knowledge – remember “viewing 

arrows farther” –  since even that which is not true is first known, meaning it is held in the 

mind (consciously or not), and then believed true (or not) (again, consciously or not). Indeed, 

such a wide definition of knowledge invites enormous complexity (as we should be respectful 

of) but it also allows the model to paint the contentious picture that rivalling knowledges in 

the “Battle for becoming Truth” constitutes. ‘Battle’ chosen to indicate the then intrinsic 

powers at play in Discourse, also represented by the font sizes in Figure 4. The letters 

constituting different ‘known things’ and those marked green being ‘believed true’. What 

Figure 4 also aims to depict are different Spheres as the dotted, colourful circles which, as 

mentioned: different Spheres have 

diverse access or subscription to. It is 

in the “Communicating into” these 

Spheres, e.g. directly or indirectly 

agreeing with certain knowledge as 

true or false, that subjects either 

Reinforce or Challenge knowledge 

(Schneider 2013).  
Figure 4: The “Creation of Truth” 
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Looking at the billboard (see Figure 3), the ‘things upon the subject’ are of course only 

things that might be upon you, the reader, whereas these were upon me, the author. So, 

whereas the goodness of authenticity might befall us both as obvious, because it’s e.g. 

‘right and good’, the sense in which an advertisement is ‘intrusive’ as I put it might not 

be so in your mind – while cynical I find it true that it holds active intent you might find 

this false, instead holding for true that it’s no more than passive commonality: this is 

how we know it. 

2.1.4. Interaction 

Interaction is as mentioned that which happens by language use – the materialisation of 

Truths resulting in Effects. This may seem like a strange middle-ground but the theoretical 

delineation is necessary. As Communication has been defined as the objective properties of 

language and Knowledge being Truth if accepted and interacted upon this leaves Interaction 

as the internal practice of one’s subjectivity, perhaps we could think of it as the doing of being 

an individual knowing about objects and subjects around it. That sentence spun even mine 

the authors’ head in a knot so let us untangle. I will not continue down the path of 

Heideggerian ‘being’ but we may (albeit heavy-handedly) lend one premise for our 

explanation, namely that being conditions ‘towardness’ meaning that as you and your mind 

exists it is necessarily “focused” on something, otherwise it would not be. The semblance to 

Interaction is that how we are, both to ourselves (remember Flows’ “intraaction”) and to 

others (so between, i.e. inter), is a constant process: we are always in the world, consequent of 

it (depending on what is communicated to us, what we come to know and accept or reject as 

Truth i.a.) and consequent to it (our Effect on the world in how we act upon it and how the 

world acts because of us being in it, i.a.) and as with the billboard-example we are thus 

inexorably embedded in discourses.  

Let us say that you stumble upon this billboard on a particularly open day, one where 

you are free to act upon anything. As you then see the billboard the urge to find friends, 

a party – and an authentic Coca-Cola of course – might befall you, so you call them up: 

you act consequently. Regardless, whether you act on it or no, as these truths (or non-

truths) have been communicated to you, your conceptions have changed, even if 

negligibly or unconsciously: your relation to your friends in the sense of dancing and 

drinking being right has changed, so you act differently toward them, meaning they act 
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differently toward you as well, i.e. you have interacted then; your relation toward 

industry as a consumer existing under their offered prompts has changed and you might 

more willingly or unreflectedly consume, meaning they push products differently, i.e. 

you have interacted: this is how it happens.  

2.1.5. Effect 

Effect has been thoroughly pervasive thus far, let us clarify what it is. Effects in our theoretical 

sense are effects on and change in the environment (not only in the ecological sense but 

foremost in the spaces that harbour societal life), so physical impacts consequent from 

discourse. As with all parts of the model it’s not that simple but has further implications for 

other concepts, in particular Effects are closely consequential to the aforementioned to Social 

Relations – not to be confused with the venue, Social Practice venue – and (primarily) the 

venue Norms. Think of prisons: they are physical changes, “incarceration-buildings”, we as a 

society have argued forth and made for the sake of maintaining a specific relation between 

citizen and criminal, one which stems from, and reinforces, the view that criminality is not 

only not normal but wrong. Think of homes: they are physical changes, “isolation-buildings”, 

we as a society have made for the sake of maintaining a specific relation between self and 

public (other ‘selves’), one which stems from, and reinforces (or challenges) views like 

individuality, self-ownership and property-rights i.a. Think of infrastructure, and for example 

public transport, and how the production and development of it hinges on different views of 

individuality (again, relations between- self and other), autonomy (- self and self), austerity 

(- self and government), climate (- self and earth) and socioeconomics (between classes) etc. 

and what we consider to be ‘the right’ relations or what are ‘the normal’ relations. And of 

course, how the views of all of the above i.a. are affected by the state of infrastructure. 

As a multitude of subjects interact, consequent of the billboard’s communicated truths, 

this fertilizes the fields for this and similar industry. Thus, Coca-Cola and said similar 

industry amass capital in different forms: money, normalcy, association with good etc. 

I.e. they amass power to further agendas, perhaps to build more billboards, factories 

etc. Which in turn affects other actors: healthcare sees increased sugar-related health 

problems; economics increased tax-returns; culture sees competition between this and 

other products; i.a. Consequently, we shape hospitals, infrastructure and restaurants, 

shops etc. in response to these different effects: this is how it exists. 
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2.2. Crystallization 

With a distinction between Interaction and Effect we may introduce a new term which 

captures this “strange middle-ground” as dubbed above: For example, the avenue from the 

venue ‘Social Practice’ to ‘Institutions’ is dubbed Crystallization by Schneider (2013). Further, 

he describes the Crystallization process as discourse “prompting societies to create the world 

they live in in specific ways rather than others”. ‘Creating the world’ is indeed Effect 

consequent from the discourse flow between Social Practice and Institutions as steered 

toward ‘specific ways rather than others [presumably, the desirable way(s)]’, i.e. toward what 

is (presumably generally) considered good, in other words directly impacted by Norms – 

Norms which arguably sit at the root of any social being: as suggested by Lennerfors, “a norm 

is some kind of rule of action that is normative - and normative means how we should or ought 

to behave" (2019). It stands to reason then that so should one wish to steer 'the creation of 

the world' one would wisely, and effectively, do so by Reinforcing one's Truth of this good. 

2.3. Strands and Fragments 

Looking at Figure 4 again, as stated: the letters within each coloured circle intend to represent 

statements, and the grouping that these statements that are similar enough that they agree 

or disagree on the same knowledge. Together, agreeing statements grow their size. The idea 

is that the larger a letter the more dominant the idea, e.g. 'earth is round' would be colossal 

next to 'earth is flat'. More specific statements responsible for this are what Jäger  call 

discourse fragments (2004). The said grouping of these fragments within each coloured circle 

indicate their common theme – that they lay claim on the same knowledge (as true or false) 

– which constitute a discourse strand (ibid). The primary theoretical importance of this view 

is the later connection between strands and their impact on one another (Schneider, 2013): 

how things Communicated from one Discourse is Known as Truth or not depended on another 

Discourse, the conjunction of which is later Interacted upon, causing some Effect or not.  

My previous statement on ‘advertisement being intrusive’ would be a discourse 

fragment speaking some knowledge upon both the discourse strands of ‘advertising’ 

and ‘integrity’ perhaps. To conclude the Billboard-example, do note that as these 

conceptual and social relations, interactions, and physical, environmental changes 

occur they are – or perhaps rather become by this theoretical view – distinguishable as 

discourses, i.e. as fragments and strands, and are as such communicated back to us 

through discursive flow, and thus the model begins anew continuously.  
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3. Adaptation  

I will here describe how I, building on the theoretical background, adapt it toward my method. 

“Discourse analysis is the study of language in use” (Hajer and Versteeg 2005, Wetherell et al 

2001 forthcoming). Thus, the analytical framework in Figure 5 has been adapted to advice the 

process of observing material (data collection) and instruct the relation between phenomena 

and theoretical explanation (analysis). Essentially the framework stipules what phenomena 

one may fruitfully begin to observe (i.e. the language used), chiefly Statements e.g. 

Evidentiality (as described in section 2.2.2), beginning on the left side to then guide the 

analysis in theoretical connection moving toward the right (following the example, such 

statements typically Reinforce, leading to Domination) which connects phenomena to the 

theoretical 5 pillars, roughly as Figure 2 (as described throughout section 2) (for the example, 

the Governmentality promoted’s influence on Interaction ought to be examined further). But, 

discourse analysis as method should not – and in any productive sense cannot be – so strict 

as Figure 5 might make it seem, so I re-iterate that it is merely a simplified visualisation. 

Rather, discourse analysis as method must invite the immense nuance of any discourse at 

first to have any chance of describing it in more detailed form, i.e. as discursive 

strands/fragments which to analyse (Schneider, 2013).  Key point being: “no amount of 

discourse analysis can provide adequate evidence on what people think or believe (and even 

less so: what entire societies think or believe)”, but what Discourse analysis can show “is how 

specific actors construct an argument, and how this argument fits into social practices” (ibid). 

Furthermore, Schneider instructs: “Don’t be a methodologist … Always remain critical of your 

own work” (ibid). Doing so, this ‘strict idea’ of Evidentiality’s relation to Interaction (as in 

the example) is of course cipher without that which is ‘made Evident’, e.g. a Statement such 

as (albeit a truism) “that climate collapse is real and imminent” makes Evident the fact of 

‘climate collapse’. Enter Evolutionary coding, this essentially means that data ought to be 

processed in several iterations, each time adding themes and/or clarifying them as they thus 

emerge (Mayring, 2002). In this case, the theme of this Statement might be coded ‘climate 

collapse’. In applying the analytical framework, the entire derivative process and explanation 

of it from one theoretical concept or observed phenomena may not always be provided. In 

such cases the reader may safely assume that those in-between steps so to speak can be safely 

disregarded and that that which is presented is that most importance to the point being made.  
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3.1. Analytical framework 

As mentioned, Figure 5 essentially visualises the operationalisation of Section 2 to which 

Table 1 intends to provide clarity. The point of Figure 5 is moreso the visualisation of the 

thesis' process: theory-, analysis- and method-wise. As these three are on different planes of 

abstraction all arrows are not illustrated since, given the complexity of these three's 

correlation, it would by clutter become uninformative. For example, while the theoretical 

logic between 'Communication' and 'Studies and Statements' is clear from Section 2, all 

descendant concepts are not necessarily derivative from this superordinate concept, hence 

the shifting logics (see Table 1) between concepts. You may also note that 

'Associations/Representation; Word groups; Context; Direct/indirect speech' are not 

categorically described in Section 2,  it is simply because of theoretical void compared to the 

other Statements: what I mean is that there is no corresponding terminology for these as they 

sufficiently capture phenomena as they are.  

 

Figure 5: The analytical framework 
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Colour Label Describes… 
Green 5-Pillar logic the manners in which theoretical pillars, and that captured 

within them, impact other theoretical pillars. 

Yellow Theoretical logic descendant levels of abstraction within a theoretical concept 
as described in Section 2. 

Teal Theoretical  
connection 

important connections between theoretical concepts 
implying that should one be of interest the other ought to be 
pursued empirically. 

Purple Empirical logic how data objects captured by observation represent the 
phenomena as derived from theory. 

Red Analytical logic (similarly to 5-Pillar logic) what phenomena will be assumed 
to follow from an observed phenomena (as opposed to 
Empirical logic which describes the phenomena as it is), also 
with a clear basis in theory. 

N.B. Box-colours are merely for classification's sake and should not be heavily considered. 

Let us look at another example and apply this framework and method as intended, namely 

the introductory Statement of A National Food Strategy for Sweden from 2016, written by then 

Swedish Minister of Rural Affairs Sven-Erik Bucht: 

“The global population is growing and we’ll need to eat. The demand for food is increasing, both in Sweden 

and worldwide. The food we eat must be produced somewhere: the question is where and how.”  

The Statement in its entirety presents much suitable data for analysis, but the purpose of the 

example is to detail the methodical and analytical process of ‘finding’ a theme. The analysis 

may begin at the initial Regularity, namely the word-grouping ‘global population’ and (a 

Linguistic cumulative, i.e. non-contrasting, conjunction (English Grammar, 2010) ‘we’ which 

implies that the authors’ group (the we) equals the global population. What follows just after 

is another Regularity of ‘Sweden’ and ‘Worldwide’ preceded by ‘both’. The syntax of ‘both’ 

refers to two things which are together, yet for two to be together they must first be separate, 

otherwise the reference would be singular. In other words: at the onset the author provides 

A) a holistic rhetoric strengthened by the humanity-wide Evidentiality of ‘Need to eat’ 

followed by B) a disparate rhetoric of ‘these humans of Sweden’ who by the alarming Modality 

of ‘increasing demand’ must ensure food availability for themselves. From this we may draw 

the themes ‘food shortage’ and ‘food production’ which are particularly explicit in the 

example. However, the document as a whole, it’s Intertextuality, implies that ‘climate 

Table 1: The analytical framework 
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change’ sits as root cause, i.e. it’s another more general theme, as is ‘politics’ seen to the 

discussion of nationality. We have thus observed the discursive fragments ‘food shortage’ and 

‘food production’ and discursive strands ‘climate change’ and ‘politics’ in the Statement.  

We started by noting properties of the language used such as Regularity, Modality and 

Evidentiality i.a. which we then by Intertextuality ascribed thematic code, procuring 

Discursive fragments and strands (remember, "that which is made so"). The next step of the 

method as according to the analytical framework is pursuing these Flows through their 

theoretical implications seen to the 5 pillars. E.g. we may isolate all Regularities in a text and 

see whether the text more conclusively, meaning all in all, Reinforces said “holistic rhetoric” 

(where the author’s ‘we’, Sweden, equals humanity, i.e. the Global population) or whether it 

Challenges it, promoting the view that Sweden and Humanity diverge as a Truth. From here 

the Statement-analysis must continue toward Interactions and the 5 pillars as described in 

the section ‘Statements’, thus detailing the statement's positioning within the discourse(s).  

3.2. Point of departure 

In this section I describe stipulations and deviations made from theory to analysis, followed by a 

description of these as complementary analytical tools and the reasons for them. 

So far then, we have a clear “point of attack” as for data collection and analysis. However, as 

mentioned, 'Discourse analysis proper’ invites immense nuance and draws upon themes from 

a multiplicity of discourses. To remedy this, seen to the scope of this thesis, the discourses 

and their roots will be limited toward the primary actors, viewing these specific actors as 

Layers and (at least attempts to) focus on a distinct set of Flows. Additionally, or rather the 

would-be antonym to additionally, only Industry will be investigated empirically whereas 

Government and Populace will be theoretically derived in full (see Section 3.1.2). 

3.2.1. Layers 

Thus far we have utilized typical Discourse Analysis-theory lingo and thereby spoken about 

Spheres: repeating, what Discourse analysis names a grouping of actors (or actor) associated 

with some distinct discourse, e.g. the Political, Private or Academic Sphere. We have also 

discussed Social practice, Institutions and Norms as venues and avenues, i.e. distinct Flows 

by which Discursive Content travels between their respective Spheres, which we have 

(intentionally) not afforded more clarity than so. This is because the concept of Spheres 
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results in actors as analysable being too vague for the scope and aim of this thesis: where one 

begins, ends and shares ground with another is unclear, and relations and flows between them 

are blurred. For simplification’s sake, I will instead view the primary actors as structured in 

Layers which, hierarchical diction implicative, means that the top layer Government will be 

viewed as most powerful, Industry as middle and the Populace as the bottom layer (both 

“foundation” and “underdog” implied). How I choose to view this – primary actors and their 

distinct flows –  is clarified in the theoretical model seen in Figure 6.  

Note that Figure 6 (perhaps then erratically) does still include Spheres, represented by the 

green ellipses, e.g. 'Earth, Mother Nature' where the former (Earth) intends to detail the 

"actor"; the latter the discourse although this deliniation - as the theoretical concept - is 

vague it may help later gestation. Although vague, these five chosen Spehres will help detail 

the discursive landscape (as we will see in Figure 9) by displaying the "discursive roots" (being 

one of the thesis' aims. These Spheres were selected due to their clear presence in our 

introductory discussion (see Section 1.0) and due to importance for the later discussion 

'proper' (See Section 5).  

 Figure 6: The analytical layers 
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3.2.2. Simplifications 

Given the scope and time-constraints of the thesis as well as the case discourse's open-ended 

nature (I will continue on this) simplifications to the analysis of the analytical layers (see 

Figure 6) have been made. The three chosen simplifications are from results of other 

discourse analyses, in short: the first is a discourse between the European Union and 

Innovation/Innovators; the second a discourse between Researchers and Management; the 

third on the discourse of Media and the IPPC upon Individuals. By said "open-ended nature" 

I mean that this thesis moreso resembles the latter, i.e. it is not an analysis between two actors 

but rather an analysis of a discourse upon some actor(s). Consequently, the observed Flows 

cannot as easily be contained as of a Discourse between would-be actors A and B. Instead, 

speaking figuratively, Flows gather at (meaning virtually all discourse affects) and radiate 

from (meaning how discourses are reflected)an actor, namely Solar Foods. The purpose of 

including these simplifications is that the basis of their results offers such containment: when 

the discourse of Solar Foods "radiates" and impacts actors like those described in these three 

Simplifications their discourses can be assumed as such, meaning that 'all discourses' can 

instead be narrowed down to those said findings' respective discourses. While these more 

clearly defined bases as provided by the respective authors allow me to more clearly see the 

Discursive Contents of each, making for more comprehensive analysis, it does somewhat 

predetermine my findings. It predetermines in the sense that, as the thesis has yet discussed, 

Interaction is consequent from Communication and vice versa and so on. Thus, this view 

limits the observed affect of Solar Foods' Communication, as the recipient Primary Actors' 

Interactions are already assumed. So, they are seen as being like said Simplified basis, rather 

than analytically produced from empirics.  

To explain Government, Fougére, Segercrantz and Seeck's Critical Reading of the European 

Union’s social innovation policy discourse (2017) will be used. There the authors provide 

understanding on, or rather critically explain, the discursive effects of policy on reigning 

market logic, namely neoliberalism. They examine the fantasmatic logics that sit at the root 

of such policy. Fantasmatic logics are essentially the means by which, e.g. through relations, 

and how, e.g. pejoratively so, a subject comes to be affected by, and interact with, a given 

discourse. Findings are that these logics undermine the policy as it protagonizes 

Neoliberalism through aims at individual wealth through austerity and growth (“win-win-
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win mindsets”) which in reality serve to naturalize consequent collective loss and divert 

power away from needed social change. How SF relate to this discourse will help answer RQ2 

in particular. 

For the analysis of Industry, Segercrantz, Sveiby and Berglunds' (2017) framework (see Figure 

7) as established in A discourse analysis of innovation will be used. In it the authors explore 

how the discourse within Innovation-, specifically -Management, research might be guided 

toward desired effects. They argue that these desired effects are to go beyond “immediate 

economic interests” (2017), and that innovation discourse ought to broaden its scope, 

diversify stakeholders and problematize its purpose and capacity for good and (with 

emphasis) bad within markets and ultimately the world.  The Framework  the authors provide 

illustrates the relation between their observed discourses (acceleration, self-preservation and 

faith), where innovation emerges, and themes (drivers, practices and effects), which serve 

functions within the organization (ibid). 

For Populace, Annika Skoglund’s second chapter of Homo Clima (2011) will be used. In it, 

Skoglund articulates how historical discourses has framed human in relation to nature in 

different ways, emphasizing science’s impact on this process. The modern human-nature 

relation produced, and maintained today, is largely due to history’s emergent awareness of 

human impact – again, largely due to scientific advance, e.g. the technology to measure 

carbon dioxide emissions’ impact on our atmosphere – and thus responsibility for it. This 

responsibility, Skoglund (2011, Rose, 1999 forthcoming) argues, arose from a liberally 

Figure 7: Segercrantz et al’s Discourse-Theme Framework (2017) 
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ideological “offering” each individual is given, to “secure one’s own life through the 

accounting for it” (ibid). On these premises we are morally indebted at a personal level to 

contribute on a collective one. Furthermore, following the rise of a “risk-value paradigm”, 

e.g. industrial productions environmental/societal toll weighed against economic/welfare-

producing goods, it became increasingly rational to take such responsibility. These three 

prominent factors (as I have read them): the liberal offering; moral indebtment to contribute; 

risk-value paradigm, it is argued, constitute the mentality that is the modern human-nature 

relation. This mentality is then the base on which neoliberal ideology governs as its power-

distributions aim to effectivise these factors.  

3.2.3. Up- & downstream flow 

As mentioned, analytical ambiguity does not lend to the descriptive clarity that is the aim of 

this thesis. So, as the resulting Effects dilute as discourse Flows through the bottom layer, the 

Populace or “the scattered Public” I’ve stipulated a detour (will be explained in section 3.3.2), 

meaning Flows from, to and through layer 3 will be viewed as acting on an amalgamated, 

theoretical agent as described by Skoglund in section 2.1, namely Populace. This is in contrast 

to discourse flowing through the Government & Industry whom the agent of will be more 

clearly pursued in methodological (and theoretical) terms as the Effects are more clearly 

attributable to distinct (theoretically select) actors and channels, i.e. Flows. 

These Flows from, to and through Government and Industry, I will specify as two Flows. One 

flow, the “Upstream” flow, going from the 1st layer (Populace), through the 3rd layer 

(Government), and “stopping” at the 2nd layer (Industry). The second flow, the “Downstream” 

flow, going from the 3rd through 1st layer and “stopping” at the 2nd layer. The quotation marks 

on stopping were left because in actuality these flows are theoretically seen as converging in 

Industry as a layer and there changing, they do not stop full halt. So as the theoretically 

introduced view of the Downstream flow has changed away from (more correctly parallel to) 

the methodological view of Flows between each layer, the resulting methodological view is 

(also) that the Downstream flow connects to Social Practice and the Upstream flow to 

Institutions. Here again, theoretical stipulation has caused methodological “detour”.  

Revisiting section 2.3, Crystallization – the Flow from Social Practice to Institutions, or (as 

seen to the Layers of Figure 6) from Populace to Government – as the given name implies, 

crystallization is both a rather slow process but also one which organizes something 
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unstructured turning it into something structured. This is, intuitively, indicative that the 

third layer is a hugely decentralized venue meaning that no singular actor within the 

Populace layer orchestrates the power of it. By this particular view I assume a post-Marxist 

understanding of the Layer (Schneider, 2013). In direct contrast to the top-most layer, the 

Government, whose function it (arguably) is to do just that: centralize power. This is clearly 

a deeply political question but this view will be adopted for the sake of our analysis here. By 

Government centralizing power I mean to establish an understanding of Institutional decree, 

e.g. policy, law etc., as being real objects in the sense that they are thus, once decreed, made 

manifest as mind-independent entities. However, such decree by Crystallization as 

previously discussed (see Section 2.2) is only by means of 'what is good', i.e. this reality is real 

but only represented through its, and its surrounding, discourses: thereby, I take a critical 

realists' understanding of Government (ibid). 

Returning to the Populace, which is as mentioned extremely scattered in terms of power-

exertion: rarely does any one individual of the public exert power in a significant way whereas 

all individuals as the public constitute a tectonic force, capable of re-arranging any and all 

things human. Thus, the bottom layer holds a peculiar theoretical position as it’s both 

“trickled down on” when acting as the foundation, as mentioned: individuals, all of the public, 

are necessary constituents of any larger constellations, such as these upper layers. So, while 

the public’s discursive power will be viewed as lesser and incurring slower change it is 

ultimately tectonic – geological analogy followed: also capable of Rupture (Foucault, 1974).  

3.2.4. Conditions 

Furthermore, Industry will be viewed as “suspended” between Government and Populace 

based on two conditions as in Figure 6. The first, “profit being a requirement for company 

existence” (Carroll, 2016) means Industry must appease Populace; The second, government 

policy, e.g. laws and regulations, must be abided lest company existence be disallowed. Thus, 

this suspension views industry as holding less power and must mobilize their discursive 

power as consequent of these conditions within either upper or lower layer: either they sway 

public opinion, i.e. the Populace’s, or convince Governmental policy makers. However, while 

the thesis defines the primary actors as Government, Industry and Populace and foremost 

examine the stipulated Flows, ”Up- & Downstream”. The relations between these and 

associated discursive flows will still be understood as of the original theories’ more “spherical 
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nature” and connected via the avenues of Institutions; Norms; Social practice as well. As the 

analysis proceeds and conditions are observed they may be integrated into the analytical 

layers similarly: as rules for and how Interactions must occur to achieve desired Effects. 

3.3. Method 

Directed by the RQ’s, a 5-part video series by the company Solar Foods named Liberators of 

Protein Production (LPP) was selected as material for data collection. Being video, it consists 

of moving pictures, sounds, mostly as interview-snippets. LPP was transcribed using 

Microsoft Word’s transcription function after which the author re-watched the clips, 

correcting any of the software’s mistakes. LPP is the focal point of analysis, representing 

Industry whereas no data, as in empirics, will be collected Government and Populace. Instead, 

Government and Populace will be viewed as objects if you so will, i.e. that which we hold 

knowledge about (as derived from the literature review and theoretical background) whereas 

Industry will be viewed as a subject, i.e. an agent interacting with said objects.  

SF and LPP was chosen because of their spearhead positioning within the discourse of 

sustainable food transitions but also because of their young age. As such, having little to no 

previous embeddedness, SF must in the fullest sense enter the discursive landscape thus they 

also have good opportunity to Challenge it, the allowance of which ought to allow analysis 

more critical space.  

3.3.1. Process 

The initial model of the theoretical framework can be seen in Appendix 1, in this framework 

phenomena as they were to be found in the empirics were mapped in the sense of grouping 

by essential features, linked by covarying explanations and relationships between the 

underlying concepts depicted (Säfsten, 2020). Essentially, it is a visual representation of 

section 2.1. This establishing of theoretical root additionally allowed for clearer later 

delineations of said detours, i.e. ‘theoretical revisions’ if you so will. 

As data was collected (example depicted in Appendix 2) from the transcribed LPP the data – 

e.g. words, sentences or statements etc., i.e. the analysis’ units –  was coded in accordance to 

how I, the analyst, found the data to match the theory. E.g., the theoretical lens prompted 

the analysis to view statements such about something being “fact” to be a case of 

Evidentiality, after which this unit was annotated accordingly for later pattern-creation and 
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developed analytically, e.g. Evidentiality would be analysed in the manners in which it might 

Naturalize other statements. 

Later, all comments were re-interpreted more comprehensively seen to the then complete 

data set and thereby grouped into themes as exemplified in Appendix 3, furthermore the 

underlying concepts were annotated as according to the Key in Appendix 4. This theme-

grouping was first done episode-wise but later done seen only to the emergent themes as 

illustrated by example in Appendix 5 which was later procured as LPP’s discursive Strands 

and Fragments as indicated by the corresponding rubrics under 4.1. 

3.3.2. Detours 

Returning to the importance of “theory constituting methodological apparatus” (perhaps 

moreso than usual) is that as the theoretical entities introduced by me, such as the “primary 

actors”, introduced follow the theoretical path set out they will, by theoretical development, 

at times require methodological revision, or incur “detours”. I mean that as I stipulate new 

venues and avenues for analysis, e.g. Flows between the primary actors, these will by the 

“original theory” likely already be observed to connect some Sphere to another, and they can 

of course be assumed and followed as such, e.g. ‘Social Practice connects to ‘Norms’, but must 

– by Discourse analysis as method prescribed – also be observed from material to connect (or 

not), either as such or in some other way if so: in other words, the analyst’s empirics and 

induction must inform the connections (or  non-connection), i.e. findings (as the theoretical 

view of those phenomena observed) must steer method. As such revisions are made and 

method is therefrom followed the reverse will be true: method will revise theory. Differently 

from simply being ‘iterative methodology’, as the thesis continues the lines between method 

and theory will be progressively blurred. 

3.3.3. Limitations  

Ideally the study would empirically investigate the Layers Government and Populace as well 

(not only Industry (see Section 3.1)). This would be conducive due to many reasons but chiefly 

given the importance of Crystallization's 'tectonic' powers as described (see Section 3.1.3). 

Additionally, as will be concluded analytically too, the discursive landscape is a very complex 

system with no apparent entry point. Thus, as the thesis will (now had to) proceed it opted to 

enter this system with basis in one - albeit empirically backed - fundamental premise, namely 

Profit. In reality it is hardly so simple, this limitation would be remedied by instead basing 
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more premises - i.e. premises with empirical base in Government and Populace too - on each 

other in a coherent, more holistic manner. Thus, should the singular fundament be doubted 

or even falsified the entirety of the argument would not falter. The chosen actor 'Populace', 

meaning the inhabitants of a particular place, as opposed to e.g. 'People', which might mean 

any inhabitants of any place, is indeed intentional and poses another limitation. Should the 

analysis here allow for inhabitants of any place the variables would be manifold: ambiguity 

would run all conclusions (at least given this thesis' scope). The delimiting of a singular 

Populace allows the analysis to - but likely too theoretically, hence said limitation - assume 

and decide these variables, permitting conclusion.  

As discourse analysis, and its progenitor Foucault, emphasises and Schneider (2013) puts it, 

discourse(s) are “flows of knowledge through time”. Thus, a diachronic analysis - that is, 

comparative analysis of discourses between different times - would significantly bolster this 

thesis, again in the sense of building coherence. What I mean is that the analysed discourse, 

today's discourse as singular, i.e. synchronically so, is the product of historical unfolding: 

looking at earlier times would this be "re-folding" the discourse. This picture attempts to 

paint one of reduced distances between these discourses as they would be closer to their likely 

somewhat shared root. Perhaps we might appropriately appropriate Linguistic history as 

example, merely for visualization's sake, namely that of a language's "tree", i.e. it's cladistic 

model, but with the critical exception of understanding it as a subject would (recall the Coca-

Cola billboard example (See Section 2.1)). So like English, Spanish, Dutch, Armenian, Russian 

i.a. can be traced descendant from Proto-Indo-European (this is not the view we are taking), 

the subjects i.e. the language users who perpetuated this "ascendance" (those whose view we 

are taking) could not have described it, yet they would have been completely immersed in it: 

(e.g.) Communicated in Dutch; Known so much; Interacted as such. In this sense then, 

neither can we describe it here. What we can do however, is to "diagnose", i.e. examine the 

relations, nature of and causes, between these developments and their "intra-ternal" 

influence (I mean influence on themselves), external influences on them and consequent 

internal influences. (Foucault, 1980; Rose, 1999, Skoglund 2011 forthcoming). 

Moreso a critique (or author's annoyance) than a limitation, the analysis often isolates word-

choices and assumes - likely overly injecting (said critique) - high levels of intention and 

deliberation by these chosen words. However, and importantly, what the actor's actual 

language-in-use is is indeed the central object of study which the thesis has thus made the 

case for. In that sense, this may not necessarily hold the analysis back.   
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4. Empirics and Analysis 

4.1. Solar Foods, Liberators of Protein Production 

In this section all quotations should be assumed citations from LPP, unless otherwise stated.  

By the above described method several themes, as in both general strands and more particular 

fragments, were defined as connecting to the sustainable food transitions accounted in the 

introduction. The respective rubrics attempt to characterize their “essential character (or 

message)”: how one might attempt to describe these Strands or Fragments given only one 

sentence, so to speak.  

4.1.1. With humble heart and clever mind, Solar Food can save the day 

In this discursive fragment SF portray themselves a as an agent, both how they view themselves 

and how they consequently act is shortly examined. 

The first thing Solar Foods (SF) tell us in LPP is that “this might not look like much, but this 

right here1 is the start of new era of food production”. This Pathos and rhetorical contrast 

contribute to the theme of SF being an inspiringly humble group of happy scientists2 eager to 

help yet an impressively clever company aiming at “the next big thing”3, this theme 

permeates LPP. This contrast is largely upheld by active statements about SF as a company 

as opposed to passive statements about Solein as a product – Solein being SF’s core product, 

a new type of protein. Whereas SF clarify their impact on bringing Solein to the world4 they 

take care as not to impose it.5 Instead, SF aim to promote their product by A) demonizing and 

omitting other alternatives6, B) idolizing SF’s process and C) accommodating Solein within 

established parameters. These general themes of the LPP, i.e. of SF’s discursive strands, will 

be furthered on under the respectively representative rubrics Old agriculture caused all the 

problems, this new one won’t; Science returning us to mother Nature’s arms to co-exist; We can 

do the same thing, we’ll just do it better this time, but I will discuss them shortly here in 

connection to SF’s presentation of themselves.  

Paraphrasing, SF state that “disconnecting food production from agriculture basically gets 

rid of all the problems”. Moreso than a blatant A) demonization of other alternatives it also 

follows that SF’s eventual problems7 are Naturalized: essentially, “all the problems went with 

the old way so they’re not present in this new way”, following the analytical framework such 

Evidentiality serves to Reinforce this Truth. However, and again, SF cautiously if at all 
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announce themselves as the better option but instead maintain neutrality8. Rather, SF portray 

Solein as being like a perfectly good beer. The Studies behind choosing ‘beer’ in particular will 

be developed further later but the chosen definition ‘perfectly good’ speaks effectively toward 

the interest of this section. Merriam-Webster defines perfectly as either something which is 

“in a perfect manner” – which we have thus far observed is not intended – or as something 

“to a complete or adequate extent”9. The Rhetorical fetch here is that just as one could, quite 

accurately paraphrasing: “brew an adequate beer in a simple bucket” one could “grow an 

adequate protein in a simple bioreactor”.  Following the analytical framework these Semiotics, 

the Representation of Beer, incur Modality here translates into a rather lax posture, meaning 

the Challenging of the contrary meaning they do not challenge knowledge (i.e. a potential 

Truth) such as "Solein is not adequate" in a direct way. Both this theme of simplifying and 

even humanizing Solein and the theme of science being so able and accessible that it verges 

on magic are prominent throughout LPP.  

And as “beer was at some point just discovered” either Humanity or SF in a similarly passive 

way as it is told just stumbled upon the ability to naturally produce protein10. This ‘either’ 

stems from unclear Regularity but is nonetheless relevant because whereas the initial 

discovery of naturally producing protein may have been some other agents’, SF make it clear 

that they are the ones who converged the necessary technologies – or rather are developing 

this convergence, meaning they are in progress11, displaying a rather cautious Modality – to 

do this. And while SF promote themselves as active agents in this regard, they are “creating 

this window”12, they again do not impose on these technologies, rather – as with nature – 

they “are only letting [nature (and the technologies)]13  fulfil its (their) purpose”. This gentle 

touch, this “handpicking14” (note the associations of the word-choice), again represents SF as 

a more feminine actor; a careful, caring and compassionate actor15 which does not use, as in 

expend, but moreso utilizes as in putting things where they belong, such verb’s inherent good 

fully implied. Following the analytical framework, such Protagonization of SF portrays them 

as well-intentioned Subjects, inviting Social Relations of this nurturing nature. Additionally, 

the positive connotation of these properties, such as femininity, indeed Reinforces such 

themes – recall ‘how we know it’: not only do SF draw from this discursive flow but also feed 

back into it.  
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4.1.2. Science returning us to mother Nature’s arms to co-exist 

In this discursive strand SF’s historical, and largely philosophical, positioning is examined as seen 

to how their ‘new process’ compares to ‘the old’ and how SF’s proposed shift relates to this 

discursive background.  

The analogy between beer – it’s natural discovery and cultural centrality16 as to SF – and the 

new cellular agriculture (CA) performs a further rhetorical purpose in conjunction with the 

constant linguistic contrasting between CA and the old agriculture (AC). Whereas SF present 

beer and CA as a “natural way” to produce which “plays by Nature’s playbook”17 in the sense 

of primarily following along with natural processes, AC instead imposes human process on 

nature, for example it is stated that, the for AC necessary, forestry cuts Nature and destroys 

it (presumably as opposed to Nature’s growth and creation).18  

It is implied that by practising AC we view Nature and Human as different actors which do 

not coincide: Nature is spent to further Human interest. Contrarily then, CA accounts for both 

actors and views them moreso as equals. Following our analytical framework then, if SF want 

to steer food production toward their desired Effect – which we might so far understand as 

the overhauling of the (AC-)food production system – they must change how people Interact 

with food which is dependent on what they find True about it. It is in this sense SF B) idolize 

their food production process. We might understand SF’s effort in achieving B as in 

Reinforcing three Truths, namely the: B1) Humanization of Food B2) Romanticisation of 

Nature and B3) Glorification of Science.  

Humanization of Food  

B1 is not so much elevating food to the value of human but rather clarifying a human relation 

to food. The view promoted is that for food to take care of us, we must take care of it in 

accordance to its needs – moreso as we would another human19 – so that it (food or human) 

will meet ours. SF’s Semantics essentially state that food is life and life is food20, that food 

has the need to breathe just as us21, to eat just as us and therefore we must feed food it’s food22: 

it is made Evidential that only then will food fulfil its purpose23, namely “the continuation of 

life”24 as SF put it, which in turn enables us to fulfil ours25, whatever that may be (this they do 

not state). A seemingly redundant statement is that if life ceases so does Humanity, 

Semantically entailing that promoting food as life is a clear condition for all Layers. The 

parallel argument to this is that AC is not fulfilling its purpose as it’s not continuous given 
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that it, by contrast to CA, is not “genuinely sustainable”26. Through the lens of our analytical 

framework we must Interact with food27 to fulfil our purpose and SF mean that, or Rhetorically 

imply, we ought to do so as we might with each other and in a more caring manner: in a more 

symbiotic manner if you so will. What the Rhetoric does seem to gloss over though, in the 

sense of overarching linguistic contrast between CA and AC food, is the fact that animals 

need to breathe too28. However, the continuous active and direct references to animals do 

subjectify them as such, strengthening a basis for the indirect value judgements made.  

Romanticisation of Nature  

B2 as I phrased it intends to loosely borrow from Romanticism in general and it is first 

employed in the sense of the era’s emotional emphasis (and the corollary rhetoric) where SF 

state (twice in LPP29) that “We will have milk without cow, egg without chicken, and meat 

without killing”. These associations in conjunction with said value-base indeed intends to 

demonize AC, an undesirable state from which to move away from, i.e. the wasteful killing of 

subjects. Furthermore, this AC-state is far from said symbiotic food-relation SF strive toward: 

they imply these animals are merely used, not utilized as meant within CA above. In this, 

implied flawed, human-nature relation we have thus removed ourselves from nature. 

Following the ideas of Romanticising CA, we might at least explore the idea of the generally 

contrasting theme of Enlightenment then, as AC. “Milk without cow, egg without chicken, 

and meat without killing” all associate with an impossible disconnect – something that 

should not be able to be – and the fact that we may yet succeed thus implies a grand 

overcoming30, the theme of which stir parallels to Enlightenment ideas of man’s 

emancipation from nature.31 And as the Romantic movement did, SF by Intertextuality 

throughout the LPP paint the picture of a current problematic paradigm, instead pointing 

toward a past desirable paradigm which we would return to and therefrom develop further, 

continuing there: SF’s desirable paradigm is B3. 

Glorification of Science 

B3 is essentially the idea that Science done right can (or rather will) fix it (anything, in fact). 

It is a rather dreamy (meant moreso as idealistic than whimsical) theme which on one side 

presents science as essentially magical and, in returning to a more Romanticised view; nature 

as wonderful and bewildering on the other to then focus on the relation between them, an 

inherently good position from which SF operate. Indeed, such ‘inherently good’ value-
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embeddings as before draw on existing Flow whilst feeding back into it. SF mean, as in B1, 

that we must foster Nature32 but first we must discover33 that which to foster, here the microbe. 

Once handpicked and “taken from Nature”34 it is subjected to a process which is the 

“combination of science and nature”35, i.e. following Syntax science and nature are explicitly 

separate at first: enter the scientist, whose (paraphrasing) “role it is to create and roll out the 

technologies which will save the planet”, in other words the Scientist (re-)synthesizes the 

relation between science and nature.  

As the Head of Product development states “[the scientists’] first task is to truly understand 

what the [technology] is”36. Beginning at this ontological query then, the scientists 

undertakes an “exciting”37 venture, solving “the puzzle”38 to create food “out of thin air”39. 

The latter choice of words, ‘out of thin air’ is less so implicative of an inconsistent view as the 

Cambridge Dictionary might define it: that science would draw on a nature which was before 

that nothing, but if defined as such it, again, represents impossibility overcome: magic at 

hand. The definition is likely, given LPP intertextuality, moreso the Miriam-Webster 

definition that “something appears in a sudden and unexpected way” (see the weighting on 

discovery above) which the scientist then imposes control over by, as SF put it, “harnessing”40 

for example yeast cells when turning them to protein. And SF as above do this “by Nature’s 

playbook” but “[SF] just like to do it a bit more efficiently”41 meant as SF going beyond nature, 

and either improve upon it or adapt it to human will.  

In a first sense then, the scientist is presented as ‘the Naturebender42’. In the second definiens 

of harness the signifier - meaning the physical form behind that conveyed - is animal which, 

given LPP’s active referencing of animals, furthers B1, the Humanization of Food. The paired 

signified, meaning the idea conveyed by the word (albeit an “arbitrary connection” (Berger, 

2012)) is here too Control. Both associate toward having some resource to command43, the 

procurement of which the scientist does.  

So, in a second sense, the scientist is ‘the Techbringer’ as exemplified by LPP’s Episode 4, 

Cooking up future food, where it is stated that SF’s scientists “[study] [the ingredient’s 

properties] and the technology that is needed to turn ingredient to the food”. Not delving too 

far into the definition of technology but operating from the assumption that it is ‘that brought 

forth for a certain function’. We thus see that the scientists bring this technology twofold, 

first for the resource necessary, the ingredient, and second for the function, the food. In so 
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doing, scientists handle a human existential need44. In a rhetoric where the current fulfilment 

of said need, given the rhetoric that AC is a non-alternative, this is no small feat, praising the 

scientist immensely as they liberate us from this condition. Not only are the scientists thereby 

essentially saviours they, in the face of such dire need, even precede the law as the following 

argument will show45. Here, Techbringer and Naturebender meet (from previous example, 

now extended), as stated by SF’s CEO and co-founder:  

“It is often said that it is up to decision makers to create those laws that can save the planet, but they  

can’t demand those technologies that don't exist, and it's a scientists’ role to roll out and demonstrate 

new technologies… new technologies [will] … be part of the solution”.  

We will exclude the ellipses for now – they will be discussed later – and follow this argument, 

purpose being to order the fragments' Knowledge as it is Communicated in logical form:  

A brief explanation of my intention here, which is ultimately to present this reasoning as concisely 

as possible: P describes the claim "the technology does not exist; Q describes the claim "decision 

makers cannot create laws needed"; R describes the claim "the planet is not saved". By the 

Argument's logical form, Argument 1 being a Hypothetical Syllogism, the Premises (containing 

said Claims) together from the Conclusion that if the Claims P (and Q) are true then R is true too. 

Argument 1: Premise 1. If the technology does not exist (claim P) then decision makers 

cannot create laws needed (claim Q). 

Premise 2. If decision makers cannot create laws needed (Q) then the planet is 

not saved (R). 

Conclusion 1. If the technology does not exist (P) then the planet is not saved 

(R). 

 “… but …”, implying a contradictory situation, i.e. one which can remedy the above, where:  

Argument 2: Premise 3. If Scientists roll out yet non-existent technology (S) then the 

technology does exist (~P, i.e. ‘not P’)*. 

Premise 4. Scientists roll out the yet non-existent technology. [This is what SF 

imply that they can do with Solein] 

Conclusion 2. The technology does exist *(~P). 

So, by Conjunction, meaning this conclusion is true if both before are true, meaning: 
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Argument 3: Premise 5. (Conclusion 1) If the technology does not (negation) exist (P) then 

the planet is not saved. 

Premise 6. (Conclusion 2) The technology does exist ((~P), i.e. the negation of 

(P)). 

Conclusion 3. By double negation in (~P) and (P) negates (R), which means 

that the planet is saved (~R).  

The core of Argument 3 can be put concisely as “technology can save the planet” – technology 

which SF Rhetorically imply can be delivered by them, the chosen Techbringers. However, 

note that Conclusion 3 is not valid as it denies the first premise. This is not to violate the 

Principle of Charity but rather highlight that SF’s semantics here do not present this case as 

such necessarily but instead as “part of the solution”, meaning we may still reasonably believe 

that the technology existing increases the likelihood of the planet being saved: this is the 

intent – and given LPP’s rhetoric, the strength – of Argument 3. Revisiting the rather bold 

statement of ‘science preceding on law’ we can now see this as Q is conditional on P (and ~P) 

which in turn is conditional on S. Furthermore, S must be true for our second conclusion (the 

technology existing) which enables the necessary third conclusion namely the saving of the 

planet, so that the  continuation of life may continue, i.e. Nature’s, and presumably partly 

ours to SF, purpose. The gravity of this conclusion, or rather of its looming falsification (i.e. 

our failure to save the planet, (R)), as it is to SF is highlighted by the closing line’s in Episode 

5, Cellular Farming for a Better Future, where they state that CA “offer humanity the prospect 

of being able to practise agriculture sustainably for many more generations to come.” This 

statement will be unpacked more later, now we focus on “the prospect of being able to”: 

‘prospect’ albeit indicating positive likelihood, the following ‘able to’ hardly refers to our 

future ability to perform CA but rather to the fact whether we will be at all, a rather clear 

prerequisite for doing anything… The Modality of this ending their message on this 

eventuality indicate the cardinal stakes that SF find themselves, and indeed humanity as a 

whole, wagering with and the urgency with which we must replace our current food 

production system46. And as the argument concludes in conjunction with the promoting food 

as life-condition for all layers (see section 4.1.2), Government ought to permit Industry 

progress so as to avoid this failure, in other words the Regulation-condition as in Figure 6 is 

outmanoeuvred.   
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4.1.3. Industry paving the historical way forward for the Populace 

In this discursive fragment SF state that they are able to conduct change as required by the above. 

Exemplifying said LPP rhetoric, in the second line of the 1st Episode, Demystifying the 

bioprocess, CTO and founder says that “For thousands of years food production has defined 

human societies…”47. This, alongside human interaction being a basic human need, are the 

two foremost explicit human conditionals presented in LPP whereas other ‘societal definers’ 

are omitted48. However, following the pervasive Evidentiality of “food arriving on plates” 

there seems to be a market-consumer logic underpinning it49. But SF’s statements that “we’re 

standing on the cusp of new food revolution” and “With [SF’s] technology we can enter the 

new era of food production” are hardly light. Assuming the milder definitions of revolution50, 

as according to Merriam-Webster, it still implies a radical and fundamental changing of a 

system, here food production, after which we are to enter a new era51, a distinctly new and 

different time period. Not only a new era, but the new era52 that is explicitly contingent on 

SF’s technology. The Intertextuality behind this SF-tech, i.e. CA-food production, human 

need and market-logic all paint clear conditions for this new era: we must use the CA-food 

production53 to satisfy our human needs54 and consume as such, i.e. it is therefrom the 

Populace’s responsibility to reform its relation between food and each other55. By this framing 

Populace and seen to the analytical framework are first Objectified in the sense of ‘SF knows 

this about Populace and Interact with it as such’, stipulating a clear Relation between SF 

technology and Layer 2. In this sense, their technology, the only arbiter (others omitted) of 

this necessary change56, must be developed as such, i.e. as SF see fit which is clearly by ‘safety 

first, taste second’, however such aspects will be discussed in depth later, but for example we 

may note that Industry is thus painted as moral arbiter as well: welfare in safety as in e.g. 

hedonism is implied as better over preference in taste as in e.g. preferentialism. 

But as discussed above SF not only Interact with Populace, they also intently Communicate 

into this sphere on its Intra-action. SF take a clear position of passing knowledge down to 

Populace so that Populace may refine its self-relation and thus Inter-relation as Layer 3 to 

Layer 2. This SF-as-teacher relation aimed at is exemplified in Episode 1 whose contents are 

essentially the ins-and-outs of SF’s Solein production process and it begins with the host, Dr. 

Juha-Pekka Pitkänen, telling audience that “I’m here to explain what [CA] means”57, 

continuing onto the audience’s “visit to the bioreactor”58 as if taking the audience on a guided 
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tour. Along this way information and explanations are given, where word-groupings paint 

both a care- and know-much59 picture of SF, reminiscent properties of any decent teacher. 

This is continuous, e.g. later in LPP it is explained that “proteins… are the building blocks of 

our muscles”, a formulation so lay-man friendly60 that it is commonly parodied. Nonetheless, 

there is clear rhetoric of inspiring the audience’s own ability and of a familiar Industry-

Populace relation Regularity-wise, such as when Dr. Petri Tervasmäki (in Episode 3) explains 

form of “let’s put it this way61” and “you can make a perfectly good beer in a bucket at home62”.  

The historical intertextuality of beer as historically central to man, and the representations 

of it, yet again, being in the Populace’s own hands continues onto the rhetoric that food-

arrival itself, i.e. the underpinning market logic, can change given that the Populace makes it 

so63. Running the entire course of this ‘new era’s conditions’ as presented above, SF state 

that: “[SF technology] empower the individual to be part of the solution.”. Empower as choice 

of word64, defined by Merriam-Webster as “to give official authority or legal power to “and to 

promote the self-actualization or influence of”, in a very direct sense subjectifies, and makes 

accountable, the Populace. Furthermore, this explanatory direction: that consumers must 

Interact in a certain way, namely consume CA products, highlights our analytical Profit-

condition as in Figure 6.  

4.1.4. Old agriculture caused all the problems, this new one won’t 

In this discursive strand SF discuss food as inherent to man and inherent negative aspects to food.  

Continuing above rubric, this alluded Interaction is somewhat captured in SF’s statement: 

“In our opinion, Solein and other cellular agriculture concepts offer humanity the prospect 

of being able to practise65 agriculture sustainably for many more generations to come.” In the 

context ‘practice’ likens with that of “a new type of harvest” (which will be furthered on) 

which was explained in said ‘guided tour’ given. In this sense it both means that Populace 

must perform CA, perhaps as in ‘consuming as such’, and must do so regularly so as to learn 

this. Furthermore, ‘practice’ implies, as to Merriam-Webster, that this repeated performing 

become habitual and eventually customary: seen to the analytical framework, this customary 

Interaction is the Effect SF aim at, so in this Interaction we again highlight a clear reciprocity 

in both the analytical framework’s Downstream flow and somewhat less vaguely between the 

theoretical flows, Social practice and Norms.  
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In this, SF again show clear intent of a fundamental changing of the system and state so 

explicitly: “What we want to do is disconnect food production from agriculture, and when 

you can do that you avoid basically all the problems with the current form of food production 

creates.”66 We have previously noted the Naturalization of SF’s eventual problems but here 

we’ll examine the Evidentiality with which they state it. Throughout LPP SF present further 

Evidentialities demonizing AC, e.g.: “However, unlike beer we are disconnected from the 

agriculture so instead of being reliant on Barley or grapes as the main raw material we are free 

from the arable land”67; “Current food production requires that we cut forest for agricultural 

land, we apply fertilisers on open land that turn to powerful greenhouse gases”68; “With our 

bioprocess we are liberating food production from the constraints of agriculture”69. Summarily 

the picture painted of AC is that it is bound to its burdens which are, and AC thus is, 

inherently problematic70 – this and the explicit statement of ‘fact proper’ (i.e. Evidentiality) 

that: “It is a fact that conventional food production, which heavily relies on agriculture and 

industrial animal farming, constitutes a major threat to environmental stability”71. However, 

do note that in the first citation the reference to AC is direct and in definitive form, ‘the 

agriculture’. This particular linguistic case72, backed by the just presented Semantics73 (i.e. 

this is not simply uncharitable interpretation), showcase the detrimental consolidation of all 

agriculture as one production system: seen to the analytical framework SF thus Reinforce the 

Truth of A) demonizing and omitting all alternative technologies (within current food 

production and AC as a whole) so as to draw the corollary that SF’s technology (i.e. CA as the 

new food production) is indeed the only reasonable solution left.  

However, in this, SF do make mention of complementing technologies side by side with their 

Populace-teaching venture where they list that which proteins, “the building blocks of our 

muscles”, make up exemplified by plant-based meats74. This association as it is word-grouped 

indeed contribute to the disconnection from AC and forward SF’s desirable future: one where 

Solein-patties are the go-to burger choice. But moreso, in the specificity of plant-based75, 

meat-based is directly omitted with the former instead presented as the evidential choice, 

thus SF not only promote Solein but indeed further complementary technologies as well. In 

this sense SF are destroying the current food production system (AC) from within, attempting 

to replace it with a new system, their system, namely CA. It is a process closely resembling 

Schumpeter’s Creative Destruction which would imply that SF do not in fact Challenge 
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hegemonic market logic but instead Reinforce it as they merely devalue existing product and 

swap a new one in.  

4.1.5. Government willing, innovative technology can fix this 

In this discursive fragment SF discuss how they specifically, as an actor together with other actors, 

can conduct change and more specifically how this constellation must connect. 

Revisiting the omitted ellipses from three rubrics up, they read:  

“It’s a scientists’ role to roll out and demonstrate new technologies and make them available, commercially 

feasible, and then they can be implemented on the market. When you provide new sustainable food 

through new technologies this empowers individuals to be part of the solution.” 

Our analytical Regulation-condition as in Figure 6 already captured, SF continue to confront 

the Profit-condition, which might here perhaps be more appropriately framed as the 

Consumption-condition in the sense that Populace must consume for Industry’s Profit to 

occur. Not only that but they do so in tangent with the Evidentiality of Argument 3's core 

(that technology can save the planet)76, perhaps called the ‘Sustainability-condition’ then 

(that the planet must ‘be saved’). In so doing, SF rally a triple front - what I mean is that SF 

pose a conducive basis for Interaction by which these actors can achieve their desired effects: 

of Populace and its desired future; Nature and its needs; Industry and its technology against 

Government and its facilitating function – which SF’s clearly intend as continuous given 

(paraphrasing): “product developments are first enabled by suitable technologies” where we 

may note developments (plural and future tense) implying perpetual innovations, and as 

‘enabled by technology’ an omnipresent science77. This is core to SF’s strategy, as the SF CEO 

describes SF’s approach to food production with a one-word-summary, namely “Possibilism”, 

continuing to define it as “new complementing technologies create new window of 

opportunity, it means that new technologies, when put together create something that could 

not be imagined only a handful of years ago.” The majority of this statement affirms the 

argument unfolded above but the description that this is SF’s ‘approach’ is new. Approach 

implies intent and action, and here it is clearly other technologies that SF would utilize, 

presenting a contingency on those other technologies too78. In this sense, SF are acted upon 

and in the sense of promoting ‘plant-based meats’, i.e. complementary or even competing 

technologies, SF act upon other actors too, in the words of our theory SF are clearly 
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acknowledging their own embeddedness here with neither detrimental or favourable tone as 

it is towards their lateral Industry-layer actors.  

Entertaining the linguistics chosen, namely the preposition of “scientists’ role to roll out … 

[technology which] empowers individuals” SF view Layer 3, Populace, as at somewhat level 

height as well79. More effectively this speaks to the already discussed Industry-Populace 

Interaction whose dependent relation SF seemingly ought to foster given the above 

conditionals. But in this sense SF maintain passivity in that they merely (concisely) “offer 

[CA]” for Populace to accept or reject as they desire – but should they, SF present a clear 

Modality of readiness80. In this sense Populace is entirely subjectified and indeed the 2nd 

layer’s ability to act on their empowerment is presented as conditional. Expanding on this, 

the statement is more correctly that “the concept of CA offers… “ implying that CA, including 

Solein, as it is to SF in its relation to Populace is either merely an abstract idea or an 

inductively arrived at theme – neither seem appropriate seen to the Studies thus far. 

Consulting the Cambridge Dictionary instead, Solein is a plan or an intention – which is 

indeed in line – or, as in the sphere of Marketing, “an idea for a new product or a way to sell 

a product”81. Thus, in the ontological sense even, some cause of SF’s technology’s existence 

would be, at least partly, that of commercialization and profit. Perhaps this is but a long-

winded way to say that it is merely a fact of any product’s facticity that it, being a product, 

not only represents but must instantiate interchangeability and in this sense inherently 

Interacts with, either Reinforcing or Challenging, a market logic. Borrowing from to Fougére 

et al’s analysis and, appropriately (albeit moreso coincidentally but nonetheless similarly), 

use of the term ‘roll-out’ which captures the ways in which (paraphrasing): “neoliberalism is 

relegitimized by the gloss of Social Innovation in the face of crisis” which draws substantial 

parallel to our observed pairing of the Profit-condition (said market logic) and Sustainability-

condition (said faced crisis).  

Having primarily analysed and clarified the Upstream Relation (in both directions) and we 

now will now focus to the Downstream relation (Government to Industry). As read from this 

rubric’s introductory citation, the analysis results in a discourse such that Industry devises 

feasibility; Government enables implementation; Populace constitute means82.  The citation 

continues stating that “This is precisely why product development should never be too 

narrowly confined: it kills creativity and opportunity for significant discoveries.” As if 
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pointing at a fact, i.e. presenting an Evidentiality, the statement poses Government, "the 

authority being novel food authorisation [SF] are currently applying for", this Government 

are the would-be confiner and inhibitor of "significant discovery" too, should they not 

approve. Though the word-choice significant implies a neutral Modality, as significant is 

neither good nor bad it is just 'important', the word-choice (as with husbandry) "killing 

creativity" is not only clearly an Active reference and Antagonization toward this would-be 

inhibitor. But also, the inherently good (see how we know it) conception of creativity indeed 

employs some (comparatively light) variant Mohawk Valley formula, loosely borrowing from 

Noam Chomsky's thoughts: essentially a "rhetorical Rhetoric", that any counter-argument to 

it would simultaneously be against the very thing any such argument would attempt to 

defend. As we have suitably phrased it, SF thus rally Populace against Government by making 

them the enemy of some "inherent good" as it is known by the Populace.  

4.1.6. We can do the same thing, we’ll just do it better this time 

In this discursive strand SF discuss the embeddedness of their product and its network's nature. 

The discourse about food, as in the would-be dishes eaten, in LPP is perhaps surprisingly 

scarce, as the title would suggest however it is instead focused moreso on what SF call 

ingredient, the ‘pre-cursor’ to food if you so will, i.e. the protein Solein. Explicitly so, SF state 

that “In future people will have exactly the same kind of food as today, but how it arrives on 

the plate will be completely changed.83” In contrast to the above analysis of ‘food-arrival’s 

underpinning market logic’ the contrasting here of this market logic against ‘having same 

food in future’ implies that the former, i.e. food culture, is viewed as fixed whereas the latter, 

i.e. supply chains, are fitted thereafter. A second statement: “Our aim is to develop food 

products that are sustainable and responsible, without compromising taste” explicates the 

relation between food culture and sustainability where, again, the former seems fixed and 

‘uncompromisable’84. Regardless of Solein’s stark removal of the food production and its 

current means, i.e. it’s production, is LPP’s intertextuality all displays a steadfast adherence 

to the current food production’s ends, i.e. it’s products85. (Arguably (obviously) the ends are 

actually profit etc. but.) 

Looking to the LPP’s actual mentions of these ends, the would-be dishes, we see references 

to today’s ‘staple foods’: “beer, milk, egg, meat, soy products, cheese, dairy, yoghurt, white 

bread, bakery, ready-to-eat meals, even the dried soups86” and these word-groupings all create 
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associations to desirable product properties, e.g. cheese and bakery associate luxury, beer and 

dairy associate familiarity, ready-to-eat meals and dried soups associate convenience87, i.a. – 

and ‘even’ dried soups88 – so as to prove that we will have all, that essentially ‘we will lose 

nothing’ in the CA- food production end-product. Seen to the CA- food production means 

then, SF express that it achieves the “industrial production of food” creating associations of 

the abundance, accessibility and variety Populace enjoy today89. This is one of the clearer ways 

which SF C) accommodate Solein within established parameters.  

Should dishes be the more particular senses in which the food-ingredients are constellated 

then the general senses may be the properties of them which SF mention and semantically 

order by importance. In a broader sense SF state that: “In the aftermath of the recent 

pandemics people will appreciate a lot more transparency in the food system … people will 

appreciate the cultural aspect in food. Human interaction is one of the basic needs.” Where 

we have discussed the latter above, the former however, transparency, while likely true as 

seen to the ‘rise of the informed consumer’, the contextualisation of ‘recent pandemics’ 

(meaning the Covid-19 pandemic and likely the discourse around it focusing on the ‘fact’ that 

the pandemic’s outbreak was due to failing food supply and the eating of bad meat) 

rhetorically employs Kairos moreso than Ethos. Nonetheless, said rise may indeed ‘catch up 

to’ this circumstantial weighting of transparency. 

Other general properties of SF food include: “On top of chemistry, food product development 

always calls for development of flavour, taste and umami for instance, which plays an 

essential role throughout the whole product process.”90 ; “In its diversity and functionality 

Solein can be compared to soy”91; “When working with a completely new kind of food 

ingredient the most important thing first is to ensure safety followed by nutritional value and 

the other functional food properties.92” This presents a somewhat contradictory picture to 

the above discussed as flavour, taste and umami – which we might group as the 

‘uncompromisable’ food culture – are ‘always called for’ whereas safety is Evidentially ‘the 

most important thing to first ensure’ followed by nutritional value, both which are decided by 

SF in contrast to flavour etc. which is decided by Populace, i.e. Safety objectifies the customer 

whereas culture subjectifies the customer. By following ‘the letter of’ LPP’s linguistics we 

may gather that for SF the descending order of importance property-wise follows as: Safety, 

Culture, Sustainability. However, ‘the spirit of’ LPP if you so will as followed by SF’s semantics 
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present a rather blurred picture which will indeed impact strategy which we will move onto 

examining now. But first, to summarize, the observed conditions posed by SF as analysed are 

listed in Table 2. 

Condition Root reasoning 
(1) Empowerment  Populace must be bolstered and act 

(2) Regulation  Must abide government policy 

(3) Food as life  If life ceases so does humanity 

(4) Interaction  By being one is of and in the world 

(5) Food  Every person must eat for sustenance 

(6) Consumption  Populace must consume for production 

(7) Sustainability  The planet must be saved 

(8) Profit  A requirement for company existence 

As for the phrasing of this “New era’s" conditions, it essentially couples these conditions to 

outline a core message of SF's rhetoric, essentially:  

The individual must be empowered(1)(2) to both understand their symbiotic relationship(3)(4) 

and to be able to do their necessary(5) consumption(6) and so via cellular agriculture(7)(8). 

4.2. Results 

What Figure 9 helps do is to clearly procure answers to RQ1 by plotting what discourses are 

communicated by Solar Foods and RQ2 by illustrating the relations between Solar Foods' and 

hegemonic discourses. 

Figure 9, which we will soon examine, illustrates the thesis' case, i.e. SF's by LPP, Discursive 

Landscape, meaning the Flows and Discourses between the Analytical Layers (see Figure 6) 

as advised in observation and analysis (see Section 4.1) by the Analytical Framework (see 

Figure 5). The Flows represented by lines and Discourses represented as either Conditions 

(see Section 3.1.4), Truths (see Section 2.1.3) or Strands (see Section 2.3) as they have been 

found in the data meaning that any Flow illustrated is so in virtue of their relevance and 

weight to the case. In other words, Figure 9 is not necessarily a factual representation of 

reality (see Section 3.1 and 3.2.3) but is instead a visualisation of the analysed empirics: how 

these Flows and Discourses are presented by SF in relation to their technology, product and 

company throughout LPP, answering RQ1. Figure 9 furthermore illustrates the connections 

Table 2: The analytical conditions 
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between these Flows and Discourse and thus how SF's LPP either Reinforce or Challenge 

them, answering RQ2.  

Despite "providing clarity" (at least allegedly so), Figure 9 illustrates 

a complex system with no apparent entry point. Thus, we shall 

stipulate one: in Section 4.1.5. it was concluded that Profit is an 

essential cause – Aristotle might say the final cause, basically 

meaning the reason for something's being – of a product, i.e. of Solein 

too. This we may (again) appropriately appropriate for this entrance 

seen to our Analytical Framework's coinciding view of Conditions 

(see 3.1.4). As we also concluded in Section 4.1.5, Consumption is a 

condition for this Profit as indicated by the red arrow (see Figure 8) in the lower edge of Profit 

there running from (making it the connectee, as in Table 3) it, connecting it to Consumption 

(making it the corresponding connector). Likewise, the Truth of "Success of Solein", i.e. 

whether or not it is accepted and Interacted upon, i.e. whether or not SF achieve their desired 

Effect or not, is conditioned upon Consumption, and SF is thus conditioned upon this Success 

since SF, being Industry, is conditioned upon Profit meaning – moreso than merely being 

some 'chicken or egg'-type nuisance – just that: it is a complex system operating 

interdependently (perhaps proving a redundant-type nuisance instead). However, the 

substantive analytical point being made is the illustrated means of input, specifically SF's, 

into this demonstrably open (as in not closed) system, namely: A), B) and C) (see Section 

4.1.1). Through the analytical lens and as illustrated in Figure 9, these (A, B, C) are thus the 

Knowledge SF must promote as Truths. SF's exercise at hand may be to pursue (consciously or 

not) this Knowledge toward their roots, i.e. by the Flows illustrated, joining the Battle for 

Truth at them, Reinforcing or Challenging Knowledge as per the Interactions they must foster 

in order to fulfil their Conditions so as to achieve desired their Effect: the success of Solein.  

 

At this point, I must re-iterate the importance of Schneider's point (see Section 3.0): that discourse 

analysis cannot 'prove' what people think, but only how actors construct arguments in relation to 

social practice. In our case, we are – albeit with assertive tone – doing just that by 'positioning' 

SF's discourse(s) and how they stand in relation to other Spheres and Actors' discourses in detail.  

Figure 8: Example  
of Figure 9 
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4.2.1. The discursive landscape   

Entities Illustrates… 

 

Spheres, i.e. a vague yet distinct group of actors associated to some 
discourse, the former (loosely) in bold font; latter in regular font.  

 

Layers, i.e. the, for analytical purposes restricted, aggregations of 
actors. Dark pink represents descendant abstraction within these. 

 

Conditions, i.e. "rules" for how consequent Interactions must occur 
to achieve the desired Effects or otherwise imposed limitations.  

 

Truths, i.e. knowledge that must be accepted as such and (inter-) 
acted upon. Lighter yellow represent Truths discussed in the thesis. 

 

Strands, i.e. collections of statements on knowledge with a distinct 
theme constituting a Discourse, i.e. a Flow of Knowledge, in the 
world. Darker teal represent venues; Lighter represent movements.  

  Cause or start that the Flow begets the connectee or is very important to its entity. 
  Effect or end that the Flow as followed from its connector impacts this entity. 
  Contradiction that Knowledge within the Flow from respective entities contradicts. 

Lines are Flows. Red represent conditions; Yellow represent truths; Blue represent strands.  
Dotted lines derive from theory; dashed from AF (see 3.2.1); full from empirics & analysis. 
Naming of the shapes, unless clearly attributable, generally capture its essential character. 

Figure 9: The discursive landscape 

Table 3: The discursive landscape 
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5. Discussion 

Here we will operate on the basis of performing the just described 'exercise' and thus develop a 

more elaborate answer to RQ1 and RQ2 where the results will also be reflected upon seen to the 

previously raised findings of other authors (see Section 1.0 and 3.1.2 primarily).  

To spare our fingers the scroll up, the research questions we will begin to answer here are: 

RQ 1: What discourses are presented by Solar Foods in Liberators of Protein 

Production?  

RQ 2: How does the discourse of Solar Foods reflect the dominant discourses 

kept stable by Government and Populace? 

As argued above, SF might pursue three Truths toward the success of their product Solein. 

Thus, in a strategic sense perhaps they ought to be called three marketing objectives. We will 

hinge the Discussion, and procurement of a Conclusion, on these and discuss them under 

corresponding rubric. For this we will also re-introduce thinkers from earlier, key ones being: 

 Fougére et al (2017) which aid understanding the Government Layer by means of 

fantasmatic logics, the means by which and how subjects interact with any given 

discourse and how Neoliberalism is reinforced by policy aims at individual wealth and 

austerity, thus naturalizing collective loss.  

 Segercrantz et al's (2017) for understanding Industry through the lens of their Discourse-

Theme Framework (see Figure 7) which describes the relations between Innovation-

creating Discourses (Acceleration, Self-preservation and Faith) and Organizational 

Functions (Drivers-, Practices- and Effects of Innovation). 

 Skoglund (2011) for Populace's modern human-nature relation, as largely driven by 

technological advance, which acts basis for Neoliberal ideology's governance as it 

distributes power to effectivise: the liberal offering (securing one's life by accounting for 

it); the individual's collective moral indebtment; the risk-value paradigm (weighing good 

and risk).  
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 Parrique (2019) and the toxic nature of Growthism and the hegemonic market logic it has 

birthed - supplemented by Hornborg's (2001) critique of the monetary paradigm. Logic 

which commends consumers for their destruction and systematically washes clean 

accountability.  

 Barca (2020) and the relation between politico-economic logics and the anthropocentric 

narrative and it's patriarchal structure. Alongside is the synthesizing of Opperman & 

Iovino's modes of being and knowing (2016), Cohens co-existentialism (2015) and 

Morton's ethical entanglement (2010). 

 Bennett (2021) who described the "magical thinking" behind technological solutions and 

the manners we communicatively perpetuate these truths, breaking the problems down 

to a point where they do not add up again resulting in solutions apprehending 

environmental symptoms rather than economic causes.  

Before we begin we ought to take a moment to recap the, at this point likely vague term "the 

Same" too. First and foremost, it is the Discursive strand of 'Growth'. But as I have used it 

clearly involves more than Growth and the accompanying '-ism' that Parrique discusses 

(2019). What I mean by Growth at this point also includes those intertwined strands that I 

have attributed to our 'World's destruction', which, as a theme, might more befittingly 

capture the wider causes and effects I mean by it: 'Neoliberalism', 'never-ending enrichment', 

'free market solutions', 'exorbitant food views', 'commending crass consumption', 'obscuring 

food sourcing', 'mad worth-alchemy', 'masking consequent inequality', 'washing away blame', 

and principally 'complete, customary cognitive dissonance in the face of certain doom'.  

5.1. Demonization of old agriculture  

Demonization of old agriculture hinges not on the fact of the matter alone, the would-be true 

state of 'Agriculture's inherent destruction', but the acceptance of this knowledge and Truth 

and Interaction therefrom. Figure 9 shows us that SF present (as observed and analysed) two 

avenues primary toward this Truth, namely 'Consuming the "right" way' and (following 'Land-

reliance…') 'Production'.  

'Consuming the right way' shares many conditions which we'll sum as a familiarly similar 

theme for proceedings' sake and might call 'how one is towards food', partly it is explicitly 

that 'Interaction with food', which with 'Empowerment' as they Flow into Norms (through 
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'Consuming the "right" way') call into question the agency to not only act in a right way but 

the agency to decide what is the right way to act. In this sense the you and I of we (see Section 

1.0) is not only clearly protagonized but made accountable as our own moral authorities. But 

it is still implied that, even when so doing (acting one's own moral authority), concluding SF's 

alternative, i.e. not practicing one's agency as is made the "right" way, is not neutral but a 

clear antagonization of the we as well thus aligning with Goodman and Salleh's expression of 

the hegemonic common sense (2013). In so placing the you and I in the main role as hero or 

villain Populace based upon how one practices CA or not, not only is SF by discursive effect 

but also by their technological advance morally indebting the we on individual level toward a 

collective one as Skoglund found (2011) (see Sections 1.0 and 3.2.2). 

'Production' does of course draws on the state of 'New technologies' but as we have observed 

they are omitted nonetheless - perhaps fortunately so in Bajželj's eyes. However, Bajželj 

would further argue that a fundamental shift in narrative is needed, which we through 

Schumpeter's eyes have seen is in reality not the case. Schumpeter's view (although the 

general attitude toward the result likely differs indeed, between me and him) would allow us 

to see through the in-reality Reinforcing logic as would follow the connectee 'Market logic' 

and thus 'Neoliberalism'. This conclusion is somewhat corollary as all discourse analysis is 

inherently political (Schneider, 2013). But 'Production' is of course not only the concern of 

the Government Layer but moreso of the Industry Layer and surrounding the theme SF make 

little mention of their means of production but no substantial mention in LPP of lateral 

Industry actors. What I mean by 'no substantial mention' is that while they do of course 

explicitly mention "complementing technology" as constituent of their one-word company 

description, to only seconds later refer to "our technology" with solitary Regularity. Thus, 

another avenue omitted in LPP, namely that of co-operation and the building of trust between 

actors - a key aspect from an Industry perspective as Koole found (2021). Key point being, 

should such trust be endeavoured the commencement of those needed common visions for 

success may emerge (ibid). In the same sense it might be understood as SF's breaking-up (as 

in ending a relation) of inter-Industry relations and the practicing of self-preservation 

(Segercrantz et al, 2017), suggesting SF Reinforce an isolationist company positioning and 

wanting to control drivers, practices and effects of innovation. While this is not necessarily 

in the interest of the "immediate economic" kind (ibid) given SF's current goal to "build a 
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platform with industry's leading brands" (Solar Foods, 2022b), which (as I understand) are 

food producers as opposed to ingredient producers (see Section 4.1.6), i.e. more distantly 

related actors knowledge-wise, SF do indeed divert power from social need. Both in the sense 

of isolationism but also in not fostering said common vision.  

5.2. Idolization of new cellular agriculture 

SF makes AC out to spend Nature to further Human interest as Food - also implying that 

human and nature as actors do not coincide - which indeed strikes semblance with the "mad 

alchemy of worth" as I bent Hornborg's thinking: that anything (here Nature) can be 

transmuted into anything (here Food). And by SF's rejection of this mode of knowing they 

seemingly distance CA from this toxic conception of money (Parrique 2019). But a "distancing 

from the bad" is scantily the same as "nearing the good".  

The 1st engendering Truth of 'Idolization' is 'Humanization' (B1) which speaks on the 

balancing of human-food and human-human relations. Viewed as a fantasmatic logic (Fougére 

et al, 2017) this would describe the means by which people Interact with Food and also, in 

distancing from the bad, it also speaks on how, i.e. at least "less badly" (we'll continue this), 

they Interact with it. Perhaps inappropriately piggybacking the theoretical positioning of 

Fougére et al's findings (meaning within Institutions and Government) this would be SF 

"punching upward" in the Upstream Flow: typically, as we have discussed it, such effective 

discursive power is lent to Government by means of Institutional legitimacy, here SF do it by 

Reinforcing an idea of a desirable future which, by Parrique's account, creates political 

leverage as well. Viewed as the Analytical Layers and Upstream Flow we have here created, 

SF thus orchestrate a clever sandwiching (as in coming from both sides) of discursive power. 

As for the discursive Effects they do promote, B1 draws from the 'Continuation of Life', 

conditional on 'Symbiotic relations'. Any and all symbiosis presupposes two different actors 

in a beneficial relationship. While it doesn’t necessitate the other's well being it indeed opens 

the "liberal offering" in a sense like "we secure our own life by also accounting for another's" 

(Skoglund, 2011). In this sense SF's 'Humanizing' logic does broaden its scope as Segercrantz 

et al would demand (2017) while also (borrowing from our theoretical basis of Government 

(Fougére et al 2017) focusing power toward a change for the social.   

The 2nd Truth, B2 the Romanticisation of Nature, also speaks on Challenging the hegemonic 

mode of knowing but regressively so (historically, not normatively speaking) albeit by means 
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of scientific knowledge. This direction, which we have outlined as Romanticist discourse, 

would have us both revering nature but also engaging emotionally. This is an interesting 

position should we bluntly contrast emotion with rationality, which we will for discussion's 

sake: While rationally based epistemologies might accept the discovery of one's proof - think 

of the narrative (the discursive entity) of the "lone scientist's" revolutionary invention, e.g. 

Edison, Bell, Tesla etc. - as 'discovered' in Nature, emotionally based epistemologies can 

much less so consider such knowledge as such since emotions are not of Nature - arguably 

they partly are (that debate is for another thesis), but in the sense that they are not as 

distinctly discovered there - but instead of Social make, meaning emotional knowledge is 

often arrived at together as we by emotions "get access to others' sufferings and joys" 

(Lennerfors, 2019). Emotions also have clear Normative basis as 'what is good or bad' 

influences our reactions of where the vice versa can be true too of course (ibid). In other 

words, our human-human relations are clearly influenced.  

A second point follows, namely that rationality is an overly masculine trait (discursively, 

hardly descriptively) whereas emotion is typically feminine. And as one providing proof (a 

sole source of power) becomes us finding unison (inherently shared power) the Patriarchal 

dependence on this master is dispelled which, following Barca's demonstrated connection 

between such narrative and politico-economic logic, proves a direct opponent to the general 

right-wing's typical ideas of private ownership, the literal instatement of one as master, albeit 

one's own master. This is scarcely to say that SF promote left-wing ideas such as common 

ownership, rather that it is communicated as compatible with "the liberal offering" (Skoglund, 

2011) while as a mode of being integrating "our liberal engagements" (Opperman and Iovino, 

2016), allowing for aims at the individual's wealth but with the critical recognition of our 

embeddedness in economy, nature as well as society and thus in a holistic manner it would 

seem to combat the naturalization of collective loss as today's fantasmatic logics do (Fougére 

et al 2017). Keeping one foot in sturdily established hegemonic market logic, that which 

champions the singular individual and it's wealth-accumulation, but placing the other in co-

existentialism (Cohen, 2015) creates a conducive position for Barca's desirable modes of 

knowing and being (2020) where individual remains, and importantly knows themselves as, 

driving economic force - remember Populace as a tectonic force too - bolstering the "subject 

powerless to incur change" while founding the power distribution therefrom in moral 
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indebtment, respect for our ethical entanglement (Morton, 2010): a mode of being where we 

are not "commended for destruction", neither is "accountability systematically washed clean" 

as Parrique condemns today's economy (2019).  

B3, the conspicuously named theme 'Glorification of Science' indeed captures SF "faith in the 

goodness" of their innovation which in turn drives the innovation further (Segercrantz et al, 

2017). Episode 4 indeed displays this phenomenon where the head of product development 

expresses that "[my] values are very important to me  and I'm very happy that I can exercise 

those values also at work" (Häkämies, 2021). Segercrantz et al describe that the practice 

created by the discourse around this Faith is the desire to become more and more efficient 

(2017). As the empirics have analysed SF's conception of practicing their cellular agriculture 

it indeed clarifies the condition upon modes of knowing which capture such aspirations. 

Through Segercrantz et al's framework, i.e. how the thesis understands SF's layer Industry, 

we indeed see that SF reflect ideas of efficiency. But as Figure 9 shows us 'Market logic' begets 

this 'Efficiency', and efficiency has indeed been a core tenant of modern, industrial 

'Production': the very same practice that got us into this mess, i.e. the inequalities, blindness, 

madness, powerlessness and collapsing of our world that we find ourselves in. In other words, 

such absolute Faith in their practice reflects more of the same: growth.   

5.3. Accommodation of Solein in today's world 

Segercrantz et al's third observed discourse, acceleration, as a tertiary theme communicates 

the organisational benefits of increasing the rate of research and product success rates (2017), 

the former generally conditional upon intra-organizational drivers and the former on extra-

organisational. We have to some degree discussed SF's intra-organizational drivers; company 

isolationism, emotional epistemologies, practicing their values, i.a. so we will continue 

toward the extra-organizational, essentially the environments they are embedded in's 

influence on SF's innovation.  

As Figure 9 shows, 'Consuming the "preferred" way' is one of these influences, the theme of 

which SF speak on as they "do not compromise on taste", yet "first, and most importantly, 

ensuring safety". Taste and Safety as product goals are not innovation in the sense of 

introducing some new thing or way of doing things so grand that it imposes itself on other 

things or ways of doing things as they are - taste and safety are well established ends: people 

know what they find tasty, what they want and expect to eat, as well they expect to not be 
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harmed by doing so. Thus, SF's innovative focus lies solely in the means of Food, what they in 

contrast call the Ingredient. While this is seemingly clear from SF's presupposition of 'Food-

arrival' as in 'Supply chains' remaining, i.e. the current economic logic and hegemonic mode 

of being toward Food, SF - although conditioned upon Profit of course - spoil, I argue, the 

chance at reworking the narrative ends of Food, meaning the modes of knowing Food: our 

customs and aspirations we have of it. Instead of substantiating Solein-Food as it might be on 

its own it is portrayed as Solein-Pasta; Solein-Meat; Solein-Bread; Solein-Dairy; Solein-Pizza 

ad absurdum. The food-enriching beyond reason continues as does the economic binge 

(Bennett, 2021) encouraging it. Somewhat heavy-handedly borrowing Bennetts thinking, SF's 

discourse as it conceptualises Food reduces the problem (the end, the Food) to such parts 

(Solein-x, y and z) that they do not add up to what their magical thinking (their 'magical 

Science') promises: a new Food Revolution. In other appropriate words of Bennett's, they treat 

the environmental symptoms rather than the economic causes of it. Of course, 'Being human' 

begets ’Food' and is as such (arguably) the root from which all other desire grows together 

with water, sleep, procreation etc. and change of it poses no small disturbance of everyday 

life (Shove et al, 2012). But even so, as described just now, the reigning market logic is 

perpetuated meaning that so is the risk-value paradigm (Skoglund, 2011), here in the seeming 

sense that SF does not find the risk (not accommodating Solein as well) worth the value (what 

I've argued is the changing of the Food narrative, synonymous with SF's "Food Revolution" 

sycophancy). But, in the vein of SF educating Populace and in appointing individual's their 

own moral authority (see Section 5.1) SF must afford the individual this risk-value 

consideration, i.e. whether or not exorbitant eating is worth our prospects for life. In other 

words, SF must give Populace the opportunity to act as empowered subjects: just as Populace 

must trust Industry, Industry must trust Populace in their weighing of Industry's offered 

solution, the would-be actually new Food (both as it is as signifier (physical form) and in 

signified  regard (conceptual form) as I have argued), against the experienced loss, that of 

pasta, meat, pizza etc. (which majority human value), and whether or not it is worth the risk: 

our would-be extinction.   
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5.4. Implications  

5.4.1. Methodological 

Alongside said circumscription is of course the analytical lens as derived from discourse  

analysis as theory: a tapering derivation which likely will prove desecration to some. 

However, while I concede that this may be the case I do think that an initial (opponents would 

likely say overly) structured view such as the one procured in the thesis may be helpful for 

beginners, as I was (and admittedly still am), to the theory and as method. If anything, the 

inclusion of Ethos, Pathos, Logos and Kairos might add to Discourse theory in its analytical 

function as it, only with benefit of simplifying work, effectively personifies the actor behind 

the discourse without the recommended investigative work into them. And this is indeed the 

central methodological implication of the analytical framework I have here created here: an 

empirical lens with clear footing and directionality both in data collection and analytical path 

followed by a comprehensible tactic for visualising findings and inferring conclusion.  

5.4.2. Theoretical 

By observing the language-in-use of Industry actors and clarifying the effects of it, I would 

argue that the Academic and Industrial sphere may create common ground. What I mean is 

that the former's discussion (I find) all too often disconnects the data from 'the reality in 

which it is created' (factory floors, R&D departments, board rooms etc.) - where the latter 

wholly operates - meaning the very discourse and Interaction that manifests those data-

creating Effects (e.g. the production, innovation processes or strategic management we may 

examine etc.). What I am suggesting is that should Academia, rather than abstracting these 

causes to theoretical level rendering it incommunicable for the source (and often target) of 

the research, not instead but also inquire as to these fundamental discourses then the two 

may communicate on the results and desirable effects as they are on common ground: ground 

which acknowledges and clarifies the roots from which any and all discourse stem.  

5.4.3. Practical  

The results and discussion have, in my meaning at least, proved quite prescriptive albeit 

moreso in the sense of what not to do as my argumentation has been led. While said 

argumentation hardly would prove strategically useful for Solar Foods I do think that it may 

have introspective implications: that it may add to a question such as "why are we doing this?" 

with "where does that 'why' come from?" and "what 'why's' are we creating?". Furthermore, 
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given the "simplifying nature" and hopefully accessibility of the thesis' contribution as above, 

I do think that it might prove useful for other, foremost similar, actors as well - both in the 

sense of understanding others' discourse but hopefully also toward understanding one's own 

discourse and what Effect oneself is having on the world one is inexorably embedded in. As 

my thought here applies to all actors, high and low, I do think that it may have societal and 

ethical implications: as soon as we are able to see our effect we become affect.  
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6. Conclusion 
Albeit with said circumscribed view and empirical inquiry of the actors, the thesis has 

identified, outlined and characterized the discourses that Solar Foods present and perpetuate 

in the Liberators of Protein Production video series as seen in Figure 9, thus fulfilling and 

answering the first aim and research question respectively. These results were centred around 

three prevalent Truths that Solar Foods aim to establish, namely the Demonization of old 

agriculture, Idolization of new cellular agriculture and Accommodation of Solein in today's 

world. As for the second aim, the relations found are clearly illustrated in Figure 9 - how those 

discourses found reflect hegemonic discourse (i.e. the object of research question two) and 

what future those were ultimately found to promote was one compliant with the current 

politico-economic logic but somewhat contentious to the Anthropocentric narrative as will 

be developed below.  

The discourse's economic logic presupposes conformity to Food as it is today, what shape it 

takes etc., as well as the arrival of it, by means of supply chains etc., in these senses replacing 

the same with the same, but "with less climate impact". However, in communication toward 

consumer the video series outlines a change in market logic which allows for this 'same', but 

encourages an understanding, and urges internalisation, of one's embeddedness in this 

economy and thus power to change it: given that one consumes in the "right" way. 

Further, the picture painted of Solar Foods' desirable future is a romanticised one, one where 

human engages more emotionally, and epistemologically so too. But this would-be "return to 

Nature" - somewhat contrarily to Romanticism's suspicion of Science  instead embraces it and 

Solar Foods commensurate it, championing a future which, by their technology,  

"(re-)combines" Science and Nature. Laterally, Solar Foods' discourse represents Technology 

as a means of care, which entails a more symbiotic understanding of our more-than-human 

environment(s), as well as our "simply-human" environments in which human-human 

relation as hierarchically dependent is dispelled, instead promoting a power- shift of unison, 

together with Nature.  

However, this hardly absolves the individual but instead reinforces one's responsibility. By 

entrance of Solar Foods' technology, the alternative, the continuing today's agriculture i.a., 

is portrayed not only obsolete but cruel at that. Therefore, the individual's agency is clearly 

demanded and social empowerment for it is brought into question. Solar Foods' answer to 
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this is underpinned by the 'liberal offering': a chance to "secure one's own life by accounting 

for it" (Skoglund 2011; Rose, 1999 forthcoming), rather - given above paragraph - Solar Foods' 

answer is that we must secure our own life by accounting for others, given said inexorable 

embeddedness in Nature, Society etc. Both this and the would-be re-learning of our human-

food relation promotes a fantasmatic logic affording Populace political leverage against 

Government, allowing the diverting of power toward needed social change.  

While SF do provide knowledge, inspire visions and advise actions, procuring the Populace's 

trust in LPP, they do not depart from politico-economic logics but instead reinforce them. 

Neither do they seize their opportunity - as promised at that - to actually and fundamentally 

re-envision the narrative of Food as it is, and now must be, to us. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z8zuqR95fqA.) 

25 (RGL) We the humans provide for them the microbe they provide back (Dr. Tervasmäki, P. [Solar Foods]. 
(2020, September 23). Liberators of Protein Production, Episode 3: It’s Like Brewing Beer [Video]. YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8BBvWv9-Ij4.) 

26 Implies they will be “Genuinely sustainable…” (Dr. Pitkänen, J.P. [Solar Foods]. (2020, July 6). Liberators of 
Protein Production, Episode 1: Demystifying the Bioprocess [Video]. YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z8zuqR95fqA.) 

27 Foods’ omnipresence as it’s inherent to man (Dr. Vainikka, P. [Solar Foods]. (2020, August 5). Liberators of 
Protein Production, Episode 2: Anything Is Possible [Video]. YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2QQOUfHodhY.) 

28 (RHT) The parallel acknowledgment and critique of husbandry seems to make this want to gloss over the fact 
that animals breathe too (Dr. Tervasmäki, P. [Solar Foods]. (2020, September 23). Liberators of Protein 
Production, Episode 3: It’s Like Brewing Beer [Video]. YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8BBvWv9-
Ij4.) 
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29 Again, with the striking overcoming-metaphors (Ercili-Cura, D. [Solar Foods]. (2021, March 22). Liberators of 
Protein Production, Episode 5: Cellular Farming for a Better Future [Video]. YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T2cmbNSNC0w.) 

30 (ASC) Three powerful metaphors of impossible disconnect and of overcoming (Dr. Vainikka, P. [Solar Foods]. 
(2020, August 5). Liberators of Protein Production, Episode 2: Anything Is Possible [Video]. YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2QQOUfHodhY.) 

31 Enlightenment-science removed us from nature, Modernity-science will re-unite us with nature (Dr. 
Vainikka, P. [Solar Foods]. (2020, August 5). Liberators of Protein Production, Episode 2: Anything Is Possible 
[Video]. YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2QQOUfHodhY.) 

32 We help the organisms (Dr. Pitkänen, J.P. [Solar Foods]. (2020, July 6). Liberators of Protein Production, 
Episode 1: Demystifying the Bioprocess [Video]. YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z8zuqR95fqA.) 

33 Discovered organism from nature (Dr. Pitkänen, J.P. [Solar Foods]. (2020, July 6). Liberators of Protein 
Production, Episode 1: Demystifying the Bioprocess [Video]. YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z8zuqR95fqA.) 
“Discovery” (Häkämies, A. [Solar Foods]. (2021, February 5). Liberators of Protein Production, Episode 4: 
Cooking Up Future Food [Video]. YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YT7xLJ17uwE.)  

34 Taking from nature (Dr. Pitkänen, J.P. [Solar Foods]. (2020, July 6). Liberators of Protein Production, Episode 
1: Demystifying the Bioprocess [Video]. YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z8zuqR95fqA.) 

35 For combination, first separate (Dr. Pitkänen, J.P. [Solar Foods]. (2020, July 6). Liberators of Protein 
Production, Episode 1: Demystifying the Bioprocess [Video]. YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z8zuqR95fqA.) 

36 “To truly understand…” (Häkämies, A. [Solar Foods]. (2021, February 5). Liberators of Protein Production, 
Episode 4: Cooking Up Future Food [Video]. YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YT7xLJ17uwE.)   
“What it is…”, an ontological query (Häkämies, A. [Solar Foods]. (2021, February 5). Liberators of Protein 
Production, Episode 4: Cooking Up Future Food [Video]. YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YT7xLJ17uwE.)    
“Studying” (Häkämies, A. [Solar Foods]. (2021, February 5). Liberators of Protein Production, Episode 4: Cooking 
Up Future Food [Video]. YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YT7xLJ17uwE.)  

37 “Something exciting…” (Dr. Pitkänen, J.P. [Solar Foods]. (2020, July 6). Liberators of Protein Production, 
Episode 1: Demystifying the Bioprocess [Video]. YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z8zuqR95fqA.) 

38 “The puzzle…” (Dr. Pitkänen, J.P. [Solar Foods]. (2020, July 6). Liberators of Protein Production, Episode 1: 
Demystifying the Bioprocess [Video]. YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z8zuqR95fqA.) 

39 (DEF) “Out of thin air” (Dr. Pitkänen, J.P. [Solar Foods]. (2020, July 6). Liberators of Protein Production, 
Episode 1: Demystifying the Bioprocess [Video]. YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z8zuqR95fqA.) 

40 (DEF) “Harnessing…”, is both to control and make use of (Ercili-Cura, D. [Solar Foods]. (2021, March 22). 
Liberators of Protein Production, Episode 5: Cellular Farming for a Better Future [Video]. YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T2cmbNSNC0w.) 

41 (EVD) “A little more efficiently”, going beyond Nature (Dr. Pitkänen, J.P. [Solar Foods]. (2020, July 6). 
Liberators of Protein Production, Episode 1: Demystifying the Bioprocess [Video]. YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z8zuqR95fqA.) 

42 (ACT) Praises scientist, the ‘Naturebender’ (Dr. Vainikka, P. [Solar Foods]. (2020, August 5). Liberators of 
Protein Production, Episode 2: Anything Is Possible [Video]. YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2QQOUfHodhY.) 

43 (ASC) To domesticate animals as resources (Ercili-Cura, D. [Solar Foods]. (2021, March 22). Liberators of 
Protein Production, Episode 5: Cellular Farming for a Better Future [Video]. YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T2cmbNSNC0w.) 

44 Technology turns ingredient to food again, a most essential human need (Häkämies, A. [Solar Foods]. (2021, 
February 5). Liberators of Protein Production, Episode 4: Cooking Up Future Food [Video]. YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YT7xLJ17uwE.)  
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45 (SEM) Science should precede Law (Dr. Vainikka, P. [Solar Foods]. (2020, August 5). Liberators of Protein 
Production, Episode 2: Anything Is Possible [Video]. YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2QQOUfHodhY.)  

46 (MDL) Being able is not so much that we might have the ability to but rather that we will have the 
opportunity at all, implying grave danger and urgency (Ercili-Cura, D. [Solar Foods]. (2021, March 22). Liberators 
of Protein Production, Episode 5: Cellular Farming for a Better Future [Video]. YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T2cmbNSNC0w.) 

47 “Has defined society…” (Dr. Pitkänen, J.P. [Solar Foods]. (2020, July 6). Liberators of Protein Production, 
Episode 1: Demystifying the Bioprocess [Video]. YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z8zuqR95fqA.) 

48 Omits other definers of society (Dr. Pitkänen, J.P. [Solar Foods]. (2020, July 6). Liberators of Protein 
Production, Episode 1: Demystifying the Bioprocess [Video]. YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z8zuqR95fqA.) 

49 (EVD) Food arrives on a plate: Capitalism reigns (Dr. Vainikka, P. [Solar Foods]. (2020, August 5). Liberators 
of Protein Production, Episode 2: Anything Is Possible [Video]. YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2QQOUfHodhY.) 

50 (DEF) “Revolution” (Dr. Pitkänen, J.P. [Solar Foods]. (2020, July 6). Liberators of Protein Production, Episode 
1: Demystifying the Bioprocess [Video]. YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z8zuqR95fqA.) 

51 (DEF) “New era” (Dr. Pitkänen, J.P. [Solar Foods]. (2020, July 6). Liberators of Protein Production, Episode 1: 
Demystifying the Bioprocess [Video]. YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z8zuqR95fqA.) 

52 (LNG) “The” new era (Dr. Vainikka, P. [Solar Foods]. (2020, August 5). Liberators of Protein Production, 
Episode 2: Anything Is Possible [Video]. YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2QQOUfHodhY.) 

53 (EVD) Definitely CA (Ercili-Cura, D. [Solar Foods]. (2021, March 22). Liberators of Protein Production, 
Episode 5: Cellular Farming for a Better Future [Video]. YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T2cmbNSNC0w.) 

54 (EVD) Essentially Mazlowe’s basic needs (Dr. Vainikka, P. [Solar Foods]. (2020, August 5). Liberators of 
Protein Production, Episode 2: Anything Is Possible [Video]. YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2QQOUfHodhY.) 

55 (PSV) People will appreciate (Dr. Vainikka, P. [Solar Foods]. (2020, August 5). Liberators of Protein 
Production, Episode 2: Anything Is Possible [Video]. YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2QQOUfHodhY.) 

56 Technology will be arbiter of change, alternative use is omitted (Dr. Vainikka, P. [Solar Foods]. (2020, August 
5). Liberators of Protein Production, Episode 2: Anything Is Possible [Video]. YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2QQOUfHodhY.) 

57 “I’m here to explain…” (Dr. Pitkänen, J.P. [Solar Foods]. (2020, July 6). Liberators of Protein Production, 
Episode 1: Demystifying the Bioprocess [Video]. YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z8zuqR95fqA.) 

58 We visit the bioreactor (Dr. Pitkänen, J.P. [Solar Foods]. (2020, July 6). Liberators of Protein Production, 
Episode 1: Demystifying the Bioprocess [Video]. YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z8zuqR95fqA.) 

59 (WG) Care-much  (Dr. Pitkänen, J.P. [Solar Foods]. (2020, July 6). Liberators of Protein Production, Episode 1: 
Demystifying the Bioprocess [Video]. YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z8zuqR95fqA.) 
(WG) Know-much (Dr. Pitkänen, J.P. [Solar Foods]. (2020, July 6). Liberators of Protein Production, Episode 1: 
Demystifying the Bioprocess [Video]. YouTube. Https://Www.Youtube.Com/Watch?V=Z8zuqr95fqa.) 

60 (RHE) “Protein is building blocks…”, very layman-directed (Ercili-Cura, D. [Solar Foods]. (2021, March 22). 
Liberators of Protein Production, Episode 5: Cellular Farming for a Better Future [Video]. YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T2cmbNSNC0w.) 

61 (RGL) “Let’s put it this way: beer…” (Dr. Tervasmäki, P. [Solar Foods]. (2020, September 23). Liberators of 
Protein Production, Episode 3: It’s Like Brewing Beer [Video]. YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8BBvWv9-Ij4.) 
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62 (RHT) Your home, you can do it yourself (Dr. Tervasmäki, P. [Solar Foods]. (2020, September 23). Liberators 
of Protein Production, Episode 3: It’s Like Brewing Beer [Video]. YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8BBvWv9-Ij4.) 

63 (LNG) But the food arrival can change given that the empowered consumer does… (Dr. Vainikka, P. [Solar 
Foods]. (2020, August 5). Liberators of Protein Production, Episode 2: Anything Is Possible [Video]. YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2QQOUfHodhY.) 

64 (DEF) “Empower”, give authority and claim rights (Dr. Vainikka, P. [Solar Foods]. (2020, August 5). Liberators 
of Protein Production, Episode 2: Anything Is Possible [Video]. YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2QQOUfHodhY.) 

65 “Practice” CA implies it will become norm and the SF programme needs to replace FP programme completely 
(Ercili-Cura, D. [Solar Foods]. (2021, March 22). Liberators of Protein Production, Episode 5: Cellular Farming for 
a Better Future [Video]. YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T2cmbNSNC0w.) 

66 Disconnect FP from AC (Dr. Vainikka, P. [Solar Foods]. (2020, August 5). Liberators of Protein Production, 
Episode 2: Anything Is Possible [Video]. YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2QQOUfHodhY.)  
(EVD) To avoid basically all problems (Dr. Vainikka, P. [Solar Foods]. (2020, August 5). Liberators of Protein 
Production, Episode 2: Anything Is Possible [Video]. YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2QQOUfHodhY.) 

67 Beer and wine are “reliant” on AC (Dr. Tervasmäki, P. [Solar Foods]. (2020, September 23). Liberators of 
Protein Production, Episode 3: It’s Like Brewing Beer [Video]. YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8BBvWv9-Ij4.) 

68 (EVD) “Requires” implies no remedy (Dr. Vainikka, P. [Solar Foods]. (2020, August 5). Liberators of Protein 
Production, Episode 2: Anything Is Possible [Video]. YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2QQOUfHodhY.) 

69 “Constraints” of AC (Dr. Pitkänen, J.P. [Solar Foods]. (2020, July 6). Liberators of Protein Production, Episode 
1: Demystifying the Bioprocess [Video]. YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z8zuqR95fqA.) 

70 (EVD) Current FP inherently problematic (Dr. Vainikka, P. [Solar Foods]. (2020, August 5). Liberators of 
Protein Production, Episode 2: Anything Is Possible [Video]. YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2QQOUfHodhY.) /  
(TXT) Implies AC is bound to its burdens (Ercili-Cura, D. [Solar Foods]. (2021, March 22). Liberators of Protein 
Production, Episode 5: Cellular Farming for a Better Future [Video]. YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T2cmbNSNC0w.) 

71 (EVD) It’s fact that current FP i.e. AC is bad (Ercili-Cura, D. [Solar Foods]. (2021, March 22). Liberators of 
Protein Production, Episode 5: Cellular Farming for a Better Future [Video]. YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T2cmbNSNC0w.) 

72 (LNG) Definitive article “the” AC (Dr. Tervasmäki, P. [Solar Foods]. (2020, September 23). Liberators of 
Protein Production, Episode 3: It’s Like Brewing Beer [Video]. YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8BBvWv9-Ij4.) 

73 (SEM) AC’s reliance is presented as an evidentiality, ignoring alternative technologies (Dr. Tervasmäki, P. 
[Solar Foods]. (2020, September 23). Liberators of Protein Production, Episode 3: It’s Like Brewing Beer [Video]. 
YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8BBvWv9-Ij4.) 

74 (DEF) Plant-based meats to disconnect image of undesirable conventional from desirable cellular (Ercili-
Cura, D. [Solar Foods]. (2021, March 22). Liberators of Protein Production, Episode 5: Cellular Farming for a 
Better Future [Video]. YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T2cmbNSNC0w.) 

75 (SEM) Only mentioning plant-based meats as if regular was not protein too (Ercili-Cura, D. [Solar Foods]. 
(2021, March 22). Liberators of Protein Production, Episode 5: Cellular Farming for a Better Future [Video]. 
YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T2cmbNSNC0w.) 

76 (EVD) Sustainability is the solution (Dr. Vainikka, P. [Solar Foods]. (2020, August 5). Liberators of Protein 
Production, Episode 2: Anything Is Possible [Video]. YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2QQOUfHodhY.) 
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77 Sciences’ omnipresence “through new tech”; for product development you, perpetually implied, need new 
tech (Dr. Vainikka, P. [Solar Foods]. (2020, August 5). Liberators of Protein Production, Episode 2: Anything Is 
Possible [Video]. YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2QQOUfHodhY.) 

78 (DEF) Our approach to FP implies utilizing with intent (Dr. Vainikka, P. [Solar Foods]. (2020, August 5). 
Liberators of Protein Production, Episode 2: Anything Is Possible [Video]. YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2QQOUfHodhY.) 

79 (SEM) “Roll out”, spatial diction implies Populace and Industry are even height: Sci provides technology and 
Populace, i.e. market, chooses/utilizes (Dr. Vainikka, P. [Solar Foods]. (2020, August 5). Liberators of Protein 
Production, Episode 2: Anything Is Possible [Video]. YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2QQOUfHodhY.) 

80 (DEF/PSV/MDL) SF “offer”, meaning SF merely opened a window which Populace must accept, and SF are 
ready to mobilize when it happens (Ercili-Cura, D. [Solar Foods]. (2021, March 22). Liberators of Protein 
Production, Episode 5: Cellular Farming for a Better Future [Video]. YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T2cmbNSNC0w.) 

81 (DEF) CA as a concept, i.e. something abstract, idea-based and intentional moving toward commercialization 
(Ercili-Cura, D. [Solar Foods]. (2021, March 22). Liberators of Protein Production, Episode 5: Cellular Farming for 
a Better Future [Video]. YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T2cmbNSNC0w.) 

82 Layer 1, Populace gets availability; Layer 2, Industry’s science makes feasible; Layer 3, Government enables 
implementation (Dr. Vainikka, P. [Solar Foods]. (2020, August 5). Liberators of Protein Production, Episode 2: 
Anything Is Possible [Video]. YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2QQOUfHodhY.) 

83 “Same kind of food” (Dr. Vainikka, P. [Solar Foods]. (2020, August 5). Liberators of Protein Production, 
Episode 2: Anything Is Possible [Video]. YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2QQOUfHodhY.)  
“Can gather around same food” (Dr. Vainikka, P. [Solar Foods]. (2020, August 5). Liberators of Protein 
Production, Episode 2: Anything Is Possible [Video]. YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2QQOUfHodhY.) 

84 Not compromising taste (Häkämies, A. [Solar Foods]. (2021, February 5). Liberators of Protein Production, 
Episode 4: Cooking Up Future Food [Video]. YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YT7xLJ17uwE.)  

85 (TXT) Odd in the sense of converging with current FP where they have instead diverged in all other senses 
(Ercili-Cura, D. [Solar Foods]. (2021, March 22). Liberators of Protein Production, Episode 5: Cellular Farming for 
a Better Future [Video]. YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T2cmbNSNC0w.) 

86 (WG) Kitchen staples all possible (Ercili-Cura, D. [Solar Foods]. (2021, March 22). Liberators of Protein 
Production, Episode 5: Cellular Farming for a Better Future [Video]. YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T2cmbNSNC0w.) 

87 (ASC WG’s) Bakeries associate luxury, dairy associate familiarity, ready-to-eat associate convenience (Ercili-
Cura, D. [Solar Foods]. (2021, March 22). Liberators of Protein Production, Episode 5: Cellular Farming for a 
Better Future [Video]. YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T2cmbNSNC0w.) 

88 (RHE) “Even the dried soups”, so we’ll have all (Ercili-Cura, D. [Solar Foods]. (2021, March 22). Liberators of 
Protein Production, Episode 5: Cellular Farming for a Better Future [Video]. YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T2cmbNSNC0w.) 

89 (ASC) SF moving toward industrial production, likely associating idea of plenty, convenience and accessibility 
(Ercili-Cura, D. [Solar Foods]. (2021, March 22). Liberators of Protein Production, Episode 5: Cellular Farming for 
a Better Future [Video]. YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T2cmbNSNC0w.) 

90 Flavour, taste, umami which “play essential role” (Häkämies, A. [Solar Foods]. (2021, February 5). Liberators 
of Protein Production, Episode 4: Cooking Up Future Food [Video]. YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YT7xLJ17uwE.)  

91 “Diversity” (Häkämies, A. [Solar Foods]. (2021, February 5). Liberators of Protein Production, Episode 4: 
Cooking Up Future Food [Video]. YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YT7xLJ17uwE.)   
“Functionality” (Häkämies, A. [Solar Foods]. (2021, February 5). Liberators of Protein Production, Episode 4: 
Cooking Up Future Food [Video]. YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YT7xLJ17uwE.)  
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92 (EVD) Most important thing is safety which Solein is (Ercili-Cura, D. [Solar Foods]. (2021, March 22). 
Liberators of Protein Production, Episode 5: Cellular Farming for a Better Future [Video]. YouTube. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T2cmbNSNC0w.)  
“Nutritional value” (Ercili-Cura, D. [Solar Foods]. (2021, March 22). Liberators of Protein Production, Episode 5: 
Cellular Farming for a Better Future [Video]. YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T2cmbNSNC0w.) 


